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With increasing number of nanoproducts being commercialized globally; and consequent 

release of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) into different environmental compartments with 

unknown impacts has raised concerns. Several experimental studies have attempted to 

elucidate the fate of ENPs in the aquatic systems especially following their interactions with 

natural organic matter (NOM). This consequently makes valuation of the fate and behavior of 

ENPs essential especially when it comes to the design of goods that are harmless and 

function as intended without causing unwanted special effects to biological lifeforms in the 

aquatic systems. Most of these studies used experiments which require considerable, effort 

and expensive equipment. Hence therefore there is an urgent need for the development of 

computational models to envisage the fate and behavior of ENPs in the aquatic systems and 

use these results to guide experimental investigations. Thus, in this thesis, we employ in 

silico techniques aimed at generating descriptors that can offer insights on fate and behavior 

of ENPs. We look for descriptors that will enhance our understanding of ENP-NOM 

interactions at fundamental level. Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

augmented with classical lattice dynamics (CLD), we have investigated several properties of 

the ENP-NOM systems. This was done using three case studies where different NOM’s were 

adsorbed on different nanoparticle shapes and surfaces. 

 

In the first case, descriptors associated with low molecular weight NOMs were investigated 

on silver nanoparticles in different shapes (spherical, cylindrical etc.) both gas phase and 

solvent phase. Findings of adsorption energies showed that molecular weight plays a crucial 

role because an increasing trend was observed relative to the molecular weight the NOM. 

Results revealed higher adsorption energies for ascorbic acid. NOM adsorption on 

tetrahedron-shaped Ag ENP (111) surface was also characterised with high adsorption 

energies. For Ag, the (111) face is characterised by high metal density (14 Ag/nm2) and low 



ii 
 

surface tension (Azcárate et al. 2013) and the close-packed (111) plane has the lowest energy 

crystal plane with maximum packing, and therefore, is most stable (Marzbanrad et al. 2015). 

For this reason, the (111) facet is widely studied (Hatchett and White 1996) because silver 

reactivity favours high atom density facets, (Ajayan and Marks 1988) and similarly, it was 

chosen as facet of investigation in this study. 

 

Global reactivity descriptors that can offer insights and enhance our understanding as well as 

account at a fundamental level the fate and behavior of ENPs in the aquatic systems such the 

dipole moment (μ), molecular surface area (MSA), absolute electronegativity (χ), and 

absolute hardness (η) were also performed using frontier molecular orbital theory. 

 

In the second case, the interactions of ENPs with high molecular weight NOMs (fulvic acid 

and humic acid) was considered in both gas and solvent phases. Both fulvic acid and humic 

acid are ambiguously found in the aquatic systems and hence their choice for this study. 

Similar to the first case, dispersion corrected density functional theory (DFT-D) techniques 

was used to generate descriptors. Results from this case study showed that the calculated 

adsorption energies for humic acid (HA), formic acid(FA) and cryptochrome (Cry) on Ag 

(111) surface were -1.21 (-0.80) eV, -1.66 (-0.81) eV, and -6.24 (-6.54) eV respectively in the 

gas (solvent) phase and the equilibrium distances between the surface and HA, FA and Cry 

molecules were 1.87 (2.18) Å, 2.31(2.31) Å and 1.91 (1.70) Å respectively in the gas 

(solvent) phase. In both gas and solvent phase Cry showed stronger adsorption which meant 

it had a stronger interaction with Ag (111) surface compared HA and FA. The results for 

adsorption energy, solvation energy, isosurface of charge deformation difference, total 

density of state and partial density of states indicated that indeed these chosen adsorbates do 

interact with the surface and were favorable on Ag (111) surface. 

 

The third case considered was the co-adsorption of Low Molecular Weight (LMW) NOMs 

mixtures on the surfaces of nAg (111), where n = 1, 2, 3, 4 implies 1 to 4 molecules are 

considered in a given co-adsorption case considered. This is because the NOMs exist as 

mixtures in aquatic systems. The approach and methodology for this investigation followed 

that which was applied in both the first and second cases.  To the best of our knowledge, this 

is the first study where adsorption of an NOM mixture of formic acid, acetic acid and 
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ascorbic on a nanoparticle surface had been done using DFT-D. This study provides 

understanding to clarify how a mixture of NOMs may have diverse set of implications on the 

fate of ENPs in aquatic systems using first-principles calculations; and may be a useful 

reference in designing experiments on the influence of different NOMs on the ENMs fate in 

aquatic systems. The results for this case study showed that the calculated adsorption energies 

suggest that the interaction of four molecules of formic acid (4FA), two molecules of acetic 

acid (2AA1) and two molecules of ascorbic acid (2AA2) with Ag (111) surface is the 

strongest with the most negative values (-6.54 and -3.84 eV) in both gas phase and 

Conductor-like screening model (COSMO) respectively which indicates that it is the most 

stable system. More importantly, the study found that water as a solvent does not play a 

crucial in enhancing the adsorption. This analysis serves as the first step toward gaining a 

more accurate understanding of specific interactions at the interface in gas phase and in 

aqueous media. 
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Chapter 1: Background 
1.1 Introduction 

 

The usage of nano-based products is increasing each day and that leads to the possibility of 

engineered particles imminent into interaction with human beings and the surroundings (Nel 

et al. 2009, Mitrano et al. 2019). Ag ENPs are commonly used in several household daily 

applications such as paints, and in textiles (Donia and Carbone 2019). Even though 

engineered nanoparticles have many positive applications in our day to day activities, it has 

been shown on numerous times that engineered nanoparticles may become separated from 

their product matrices (Benn and Westerhoff 2008, Kaegi et al. 2010, Wu et al. 2019)
  
which 

contributes to their spreading in the environment. It is enviable that engineered nanoparticles 

final destination is the environment and when they get into the natural aquatic environments 

encounter various factors such temperature, pH, concentration, ionic strength, natural organic 

matter etc. All the above mentioned factors are likely to impact engineered nanoparticles 

strength in the environment. There is a need for an in depth fundamental understand of the 

factors that control the removal and release behaviors of ENPs such as silver and gold and it 

is essential to envisage their conveyance and fate in both natural and aquatic surroundings. 

 

In aquatic systems, ENPs undertake dissimilar likely organic processes and might harmfully 

influence aquatic environments (Tsyusko et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2011, Zhao et al. 2013). A 

lot of studies have investigated environmental transformation methods of ENPs and discussed 

the importance of natural organic matter in these methods (Tangaa et al. 2016, Espinasse et 

al. 2018, Wu et al. 2019). The environmental methods of ENPs that are heavily influenced by 

NOM include but not limited to adsorption, dissolution, stabilization and surface 

transformation (Levard et al. 2012,Odzak et al. 2014, Francioso et al. 2019, Khan et al. 

2019). Furthermore, the modification of the stated methods by NOM in turn is expected to 

influence the toxicity of ENPs in aquatic systems. Even though a lot has been done to 

understand the mechanism of the interactions between ENPs and NOM’s, a lot more still 

needs to be done to have a clear understanding (Gajewicz et al. 2012). Therefore, 

computational (in  silico) studies have been proposed as useful tools to gain further insight on 

the interaction of engineered nanoparticles with natural organic matter that are not possible to 
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probe experimentally (Barnard 2009). Computational modelling of the properties of ENPs 

allows prediction of biological effects (Barnard 2009, Sangani et al. 2019).  

1.2 Problem statement  

The release of ENPs into aquatic environment poses new environmental problems that 

warrants an investigation. It is inevitable that the fate and behavior of Ag ENPs in aquatic 

systems will be influenced by various environmental methods which include but not limited 

to adsorption, aggregation, disaggregation, dissolution and surface transformation etc and 

their interaction with natural organic matter (NOMs). From the above mentioned 

environmental processes, the scope of this thesis is only limited to adsorption process. 

Several efforts have been made to understand interactions between Ag ENPs and NOM 

(Shakiba et al. 2018).  Knowledge about the understanding of  interactions of NOM and 

ENPs is still lacking (Alizadeh, Ghoshal, and Comeau 2019, Chen et al. 2019).  

1.3 Aims and objective(s)  

 

The main objective was, to generate descriptors that can offer insights and enhance our 

understanding as well as account at a fundamental level interaction of engineered 

nanoparticles. In order to meet this objective, the following sub objectives were used;  

 

 To study the interaction of Ag nanoparticles with low molecular weight natural 

organic matter (formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid) using first principles 

calculations (Publication 1 in Appendix B). 

 To model the interaction of high molecular weight NOM’s (HA , FA and Cry) on Ag 

(111)  surface (Publication 2 in Appendix B). 

 To investigate the adsorption and co-adsorption of single and multiple NOM’s on Ag 

(111) surface (Publication 3 in Appendix B).  

1.4 Rationale/Significance/relevance 

 
Due to their antimicrobial properties Ag ENPs, there is a growing usage of ENPs which then 

inevitable leads to their discharge into aquatic systems and much attention has focused on the 

their potential influence on the environment (Su-juan Yu, Yin, and Liu 2013, Cornelis 2015). 

The need for computational models is not to replace experimental studies but to complement 

them. The information gained from in silico studies may be a useful reference in designing 

experiments on the influence of different NOMs on the ENPs fate in aquatic systems.  
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Ag ENPs exhibits different shapes such as cubooctahedral, multiple-twinned decahedral, 

quasi-spherical shape with pre-dominant (100) facets along a small percentage of (111) facets 

and rod-like shapes e.g., pentagonal rods which have side surfaces and ends, respectively,  

bounded by (100) facets and (111) facets (Wiley et al. 2005). Previously Pal et al (Pal, Tak, 

and Song 2007), and colleagues investigated the effects of Ag ENPs and showed shape-

dependent interactions with Escherichia coli primarily due to marked differences in reactivity 

of different crystal facets. In particular,  the (111) facet was found to have induced the most 

significant antibacterial activity linked to high atoms density (Pal, Tak, and Song 2007). 

Similarly Morones et al (Morones et al. 2005) demonstrated increased Ag ENPs toxicity to 

several bacterial strains linked to higher reactivity presented by the (111) facets. In addition 

adsorption of NOM’s onto different surfaces and different shapes of NPs is likely to play a 

significant role in elucidating the NPs’ transport and fate in the environment (Hartmann et al. 

2014).  

1.5 Thesis outline 

 

Chapter 2 details literature review of ENPs and their interaction with NOM’s in the 

environment. Chapter 3 gives a detailed theoretical background and description of density 

functional theory. Chapter 4 outlines the methodology adopted in this study. Chapter 5 gives 

results and discussion. Lastly chapter 6 highlights overall general conclusions, the future 

research and perspectives, limitations of the computational techniques, recommendations, 

references and appendix B (published papers). Appendix A is only available in electronic 

version.  
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Chapter 2: Engineered nanoparticles 

(ENPs) 
 

2.1  In vivo and in vitro studies on engineered nanoparticles 

 
Engineered nanoparticles gradually used in a number of medical applications disease 

diagnoses, and drug delivery (Ollikainen et al. 2017). Silver engineered nanoparticles are 

being used in various in vitro studies to determine their anti-microbial activities like 

antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral (Lakshmanan et al. 2018, Behravan et al. 2019). Over the 

years a lot of research has been done to study engineered nanoparticles using in vitro (word 

performed outside of a living organism) and in vivo (work is done with or within an entire, 

living organism). In vitro investigations adopts some explanations with respect to in vivo 

techniques but can expose suggestions about the potential effects or risk their use (Abad-

Álvaro et al. 2019). A great number of studies have used in vitro incorporation 

representations (Puchana-Rosero et al. 2016, Z. Zhang et al. 2019) to observe changes of 

silver engineered nanoparticles after development in imitation environments mimicking the 

altered intestinal positions. Aggregation of engineered nanoparticles during in vitro 

incorporation in manifestation of nutrition by small-angle X-Ray scattering has been also 

explained (Puchana-Rosero et al. 2016). A number of studies have established that silver 

engineered nanoparticles go through processes of agglomeration (Puchana-Rosero et al. 

2016), Ramos, Ramos, and Gómez-Gómez 2017). It has been found that in biological 

environments, a number of  engineered nanoparticles are not colloidally stable and have a 

tendency to  agglomerate or even precipitate (Feliu et al. 2016). The most used approach to 

avoid agglomeration of engineered nanoparticles and to grow the biocompatibility of 

engineered nanoparticles in biological environments is the encapsulation of the engineered 

nanoparticles with a covering that contains organic coatings materials such as lipids, proteins, 

or synthetic polymers (Valdiglesias et al. 2015, Ali et al. 2016, Mohammed et al. 2017). A 

recent  in vivo  study by (Abad-Álvaro et al. 2019) planned to govern the influence of silver 

release in the animal and eradication by the faeces, as a result transformations between the 

two nanocomposites in the segments considered in the in vitro tests could be likened to in 

vivo absorption and elimination values. 
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A clear understanding of the risks of exposure to engineered nanoparticles is very crucial for 

eluding potential contrary effects and for the development of safety guidelines and 

appropriate regulation of engineered nanoparticles applicability in user goods (Lojk et al. 

2020). A study by (Lojk et al. 2020) reported that toxicity of engineered nanoparticles cannot 

simple be attributed to engineered nanoparticles characteristics rather to engineered 

nanoparticles nature of complication and cells, the assessment needs in vitro and in vivo 

analysis for each unique engineered nanoparticle type. The toxicity of engineered 

nanoparticles vary with their size and surface properties, and those relations hold true from 

corner to corner a spectrum of in vitro to in vivo nanobio interfaces (Zhu et al. 2013). The 

impact of engineered nanoparticles on toxicity in terms of their size, surface area and other 

physicochemical properties are well recognized from in vitro and in vivo studies (Gatoo et al. 

2014), (Petschenka and Agrawal 2016).  Even though in vitro and in vivo findings can 

provide us with very useful information but are still limited to help prediction of certain 

physicochemical properties on the cellular behaviour of engineered nanoparticles especially 

on the methods of biotransformation and removal of engineered nanoparticles (Zhu et al. 

2013). 

With the marked increase in the number of nanoparticle-enabled products and their sale in 

global markets, there is need to understand the impacts that engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) 

released as waste after product on different organisms in the environment.  In vivo and in 

vitro experiments have thus far been at the fore front in trying to understand the interactions 

between engineered nanoparticles’ interaction and natural organic matter (NOM) in aquatic 

systems.  

 

However, although these experiments have received some measure of success in explaining 

the interaction of ENPs with NOM, the experimental fate studies are not only laborious, time-

consuming but also resource-intensive. In addition, at times these experiments are coupled 

with uncertainties as to why a particular phenomenon is observed at particular experimental 

conditions. There is therefore a need for the development of computational (in silico) models 

to predict the fate and behaviour of ENPs in the aquatic systems. In silico approaches such as 

density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamic (MD) which have been used in this 

thesis have been successful in aiding experiments in surface science and catalysis, hence the 

motivation to employ them to investigate the fate and behaviour of ENPs in the aquatic 

systems.   
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2.2 Silver engineered nanoparticles in aquatic environments 

 

2.2.1 Introduction 

 

The wide applications of nanotechnologies and developing market demand for nano-enabled 

products, have steered to a substantial growth in the production of engineered nanoparticles 

(ENPs) and their use in consumer products (Sargent Jr, 2013, Contado 2015). Engineered 

silver nanoparticles (Ag ENPs) are among the most produced and widely used in consumer 

products and industrial applications (Vance et al. 2015, Hansen et al. 2016). As stated above 

nowadays, ENPs finds numerous applications in textiles, food packaging, cosmetics, medical 

devices, and household appliances (Duncan & Pillai 2014, Peters et al. 2018). Many previous 

studies have confirmed that silver has excellent antimicrobial activities (Cho et al. 2005, 

Maneerung et al. 2008) mainly due to silver ion (Ag
+
) release  (Lok et al. 2006, Yang et al. 

2012). However, with the increase ENPs applications, and in turn, their release into the 

environment, to date there is vast information on the subject but does not account the 

fundamental basis on the mechanisms underpinning the interactions of ENPs and NOM, as 

that is among the key processes that influence the stability of ENPs in the aquatic systems (Z. 

Wang et al. 2016). Therefore, in light of these limitations of the current studies forms the 

underpinning objectives of this study. 

 

Natural Organic Matter is ubiquitous in aquatic systems (Beckett and Le 1990) and consists 

of low  molecular weight (LMW) NOM (e.g. formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid) and 

high molecular weight (HMW) NOM such as natural polymers; hence they have a wide range 

of MWs from < 100 Da to > 300 kDa (Mostofa et al. 2013). The high diversity of NOMs 

MW in the aquatic systems have been reported to exert distinctive implications on the 

stability of ENPs such as Ag ENPs (Yin et al. 2015). In relation to hydrophilicity NOM is 

classified as a combination of organic compounds that occurs commonly in ground and 

surface waters. According to (Krasner et al. 1989), NOM has a potential to cause serious 

challenges as it is transformed into disinfection by-products (DBPs) when chlorine is cast-off 

during water treatment. The NOM present in water comprise of both hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic constituents where the major portion is mostly hydrophobic acids, which makes 

up approximately half of the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (AIKEN 1985).  These can be 

defined as the humic substances containing of humic and fulvic acids (Lavanya et al. 2019). 
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Even though a lot of improvement has been made in trying to understand the interaction of 

ENPs with NOM, there are still major knowledge gaps for even the most widely used ENPs 

involving their postproduction life cycles, including entry into the environment, 

environmental pathways, eventual environmental fate and potential ecotoxicological effects.  

2.2.2 Sources and release of Ag ENPs 

 

Engineered nanoparticles are everyday goods such as cleaners, sunblock creams and widely 

used in industry field such as solar cells and electronic devices (Ghosh Chaudhuri & Paria 

2011, Yu et al. 2013). ENPs are being used in many modern fields such as the ones stated 

above which have prompted enormous applications because of their distinctive 

physicochemical and structural properties (Yu et al. 2017, Khan et al. 2018), increasing their 

potential for environmental release (Supiandi et al. 2019). Ag ENPs have already been 

detected in natural waters (Pasricha et al. 2012, Gondikas et al.2014). Once released into the 

environment, Ag ENPs would undergo different pathways during transport. They may remain 

as individual particles in suspension and be delivered long distances (Sujuan Yu et al. 2017), 

or tend to aggregate at high ionic strength (Khaled Abdella Ahmed et al. 2018). After contact 

with oxygen and other oxidants, partial oxidation and Ag
+
 dissolution is also expected. Most 

probably, Ag ENPs would react with sulfide, chloride or other natural substances, altering the 

original properties of the nanoparticles (Wei et al. 2015).  

 

The behaviour of the Ag ENPs basically relies on the properties of the engineered 

nanoparticle themselves and the surrounding environment, including capping agents, 

electrolyte composition, solution ionic strength, pH and NOM (Su-juan Yu, Yin, and Liu 

2013).When engineered nanoparticles are released into the environment, NOM is expected to 

attach on the surface of ENPs and change the physiochemical properties of ENPs and the 

interfacial forces or energies between interacting ENPs by altering the aggregation behaviour 

(Louie et al. 2015). Experimental studies have shown the pH, ionic strength, electrolyte 

valence and NOM content of an aquatic system to control the surface charge and aggregation 

state of ENPs. In these studies NOM has been found to influence ENPs stability and surface 

chemistry for carbon-based nanomaterials (Saleh et al. 2008, Baun et al. 2009, Saleh et al. 

2010) and metals  (Johnson et al. 2009, Liu et al. 2010).  
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Figure 2.2.2.1 below shows a schematic representation of ENPs after being released from 

different sources to the environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.2.1: A brief summary of ENPs after are being released from various sources in 

various forms that are altered by environmental alteration reactions (Westerhoff and Nowack 

2012). 

 

Till now numerous scholars have tried to envisage or measure the environmental 

concentration of silver in aquatic systems. A summary of some of the previous predicted or 

measured environmental concentrations of Ag ENPs in aquatic systems are presented in 

Table 2.2.2.1. 

Table 2.2.2.1: Shows various modelled and measured environmental concentration of Ag 

ENPs in aquatic systems.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Modelled  Measured  Reference 

0.03–0.08  Not available 

Mueller & Nowack 

2008 

   Not available 0.013-0.10 Tiede et al. 2012 

0.05–0.20  Not available Gottschalk et al. 2013 

0.00051– 0.00094 Not available Wagner et al. 2014 

0.0001–0.044 Not available Gottschalk et al. 2015 

Not available 0.10 Donovan et al. 2016 

0.0004–0.0028 Not available Sun et al. 2016 

0.0003– 0.0025 Not available Peters et al. 2018 

Raw materials 

Nano products 

Altered ENPs 

Change of 

coating 
Sorption to 

surfaces  

Degradation 

of material 
Degradation 

of coating 

Phase transformations 

Release of 

single particles 

     Released particles      Sources      Environment 
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2.3 Environmental transformation of engineered nanoparticles in aquatic environment. 

 

2.3.1 Introduction 

 
Transformations in the environment are very broad and can be divided into chemical, 

physical and biological processes. Chemical transformations consist of oxidation–reduction 

reactions and dissolution (Brezonik 2018). Physical transformations include aggregation or 

disaggregation and adsorption of naturally occurring macromolecules. Biological interactions 

of NMs can result in additional physicochemical transformations (Louie, Ma, and Lowry 

2014). Physical changes such as aggregation/agglomeration, sedimentation and deposition 

and chemical transformations such as dissolution, ligand exchange, biotic and abiotic redox 

reactions are estimated to affect the fate and persistence of engineered nanoparticles in the 

environment (Lowry et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2018). 

 

It is understandable that ENPs in an environmental matrix do not form a static system, a 

number of transformation processes will take place. Based on existing literature (Lowry et al. 

2012, Nowack et al. 2012) the key transformation processes for ENPs, determining their fate 

and behavior in the environment have been identified. When ENPs are released to the aquatic 

medium they can undergo physical, chemical and biological transformations which affect 

their fate and behavior in the environment (Lowry et al. 2012, Sani-Kast et al. 2017). These 

transformations processes include dissolution, surface transformation, aggregation/de-

agglomeration (Kunhikrishnan et al. 2015, Wang et al. 2016). Below is the brief description 

of the environmental processes that influence the fate and behavior of engineered 

nanoparticles in aquatic environment.  

2.3.2 Dissolution 

 
Dissolution is one of the main transformation processes of Ag ENPs in aquatic environments, 

which occurs through oxidation of metallic Ag and other metallic ENPs and release of Ag
+
 

ions. Dissolution of Ag ENPs is determined by the intrinsic physicochemical properties of Ag 

ENPs, such as shape, size, and surface coating, and water chemistry conditions, including 

concentration, electrolyte types, ionic strength, pH, temperature, NOM, and dissolved 

complexing ligands (Lowry et al. 2012, Levard et al. 2012, Shevlin, O’Brien, and Cummins 

2018).The dissolution explained in this part does not involve oxidation or reduction but it 
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does involve the release of metal ion. Dissolution is one of the leading major potential 

passageways that engineered nanoparticles can follow in the environment and may translate 

to full depletion of the solid phase and precipitation of new chemical structures (Wagner et al. 

2014, Gruiz 2019). It is a crucial process for the discharge of not only the components of a 

particles but also other kinds that may have adsorbed on the particles surface (Erbs et al. 

2010, Mattsson et al. 2018). There are a number of particle and solution specific properties 

that control dissolution such as the solubility constant and  specific surface area (Stumm and 

Morgan 2012, Gao and Lowry 2018). For instance dissolution is dependent on the specific 

surface area, dissolution rates are frequently concentrated by aggregation, attachment, and 

surface coverage by adsorbed organic compounds such as NOM (Wagner et al. 2014, Wang, 

Pan, and Gadd 2019).  

 

A number of studies when it comes to dissolution of engineered nanoparticles have 

concentrated on silver. For metallic silver, oxidation by dissolved oxygen is the slowing 

down step, and dissolution amounts were established to decrease as the dissolved oxygen 

concentration decreased by the addition of natural organic matter or a reduction in 

temperature (J. Liu and Hurt 2010, Markiewicz et al. 2018). When Ag
+
 ions are released from 

Ag ENPs they could undergo precipitation and complexation reactions with ligands such as 

sulfide, chloride, cysteine, and phosphate ions, thereby mitigating the toxic effects (Xiu et al. 

2011, Levard et al. 2013, Zhou et al. 2016). 

2.3.3 Surface transformation, aggregation/de-agglomeration 

 
Even though it is clear that transformations will depend on the nature of the ENPs and the 

environmental conditions, the involvedness and changeability of both these factors make 

understanding and prediction extremely challenging (Lead et al. 2018). Engineered 

nanoparticles such as ZnO, whereby their toxicity has been fundamentally credited to the ions 

(Franklin et al. 2007), and solubility has a major influence on fate and toxicity. Numerous 

studies have revealed the role of NOM such as humic and fulvic acids in stabilizing ENPs 

against aggregation (Domingos et al. 2009, Angel et al. 2013, Yang et al. 2017), through both 

charge and steric repulsion. A study by (Wagner et al. 2014) found that the stability and 

movement of particles in aqueous environments are controlled by the particle number 

concentration, the charge, and the structure of the particle surface. Another study by (Thio, 

Zhou, and Keller 2011) discovered that the most significant key environmental factors 
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controlling their stability are pH value, ionic strength, and NOM, the pH value and ionic 

strength are known for affecting  the natural organic matter, steric particle-particle 

interactions and surface charge. 

2.3.4 Adsorption 

 
Adsorption is one of the environmental processes for determination of the behavior and fate 

of ENPs after being released into aquatic environments and it has been the focus of this 

study. It is almost impossible to find pristine ENPs in natural waters because ubiquitous 

NOM molecules are able to easily coat onto ENPs (Wang et al. 2016). Adsorption of 

macromolecules such as NOM or organic and inorganic ligands on ENPs surfaces can 

considerably affect their surface chemistry and behavior in biological and environmental 

systems (Lowry,et al. 2012).  

 

As clearly stated above interactions of ENP with NOMs will take place soon after the ENPs 

are released to the environment. The interactions that take place are explained as an 

adsorption of other materials onto ENPs (Hartmann et al. 2014). This remains for instance the 

case of the used NOM’s in this theses for the binding of low molecular weight NOM such as 

formic acid, acetic acid, ascorbic acid and high molecular weight NOM natural organic 

matter such as humic acid, fulvic acid and protein cryptochrome to ENPs (Hartmann et al. 

2014). Surely the interaction with NOM in the environment will alter the surface properties, 

fate and behavior of the ENP and influence its interactions with other particles and surfaces 

like agglomeration and the surrounding media such as dissolution, and in turn be determining 

for its environmental such as sedimentation (Hartmann et al. 2014). Table 2.3.4.1 below 

summaries the interactions of ENPs with NOM. 
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Table 2.3.4.1: Processes accounting the interaction of NOM and ENPs 

 

NOM ENPs Type of interaction Reference 

Humic substances ZnO NPs, Al2O3 NPs,  Electrostatic interaction Yu et al. 2017 

    

    

 

Carbon nanomaterials (CNMs),  Hydrophobic interaction Yang and Xing, 2009 

 

quantum dots (QDs) 

  

    

 

Carbon nanomaterials (CNMs) Hydrogen bonding Wang et al.,2011a 

    

Humic acid Nano-TiO2 Attraction/steric repulsion Tan et al. 2018 

,    

Fulvic acid Nano-TiO2 Attraction/steric repulsion Tan et al. 2018 

    

Citric acid Nano-TiO2 Attraction/steric repulsion Yu et al. 2017 

    

 

CNMs π–π attraction Yu et al. 2017 

    Alginate and Suwannee River humic acid TiO2 exothermic binding reaction Yu et al. 2017 

(SRHA). 

   

    SRHA Silver (Ag) Steric and charge stability Cumberland & Lead 2009 

    Carbon nanomaterials (CNMs), quantum dots (QDs), Alginate and Suwannee River humic acid (SRHA) 
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Chapter 3: Application of electronic 

calculation to molecular surface 

interactions  
3.1 Introduction 

 

In silico electronic structure methods that can be used to calculate molecular surface 

interactions among them the molecular dynamics (MD), semi-empirical calculations, Monte 

Carlo methods, and density functional theory (DFT), just to mention a few. Each of these 

methods have varied degrees of strengths and limitations. These techniques have been used to 

obtain descriptors used in developing quantitative structure activity relationships (QSAR) in 

the fields of drug design, toxicity of materials among other applications (Puzyn et al. 2011, 

Afzal and Hachmann 2019 Ahamed, Rajan, and Muraleedharan 2019).  The merits of the 

chosen technique are, it has been able to efficiently and effectively calculate a variety of 

properties of the nanoparticles, with acceptable levels of accuracy, which have been used as 

descriptors. In this thesis in order to achieve the objectives stated in Chapter 1 section 1.3, the 

methodology is discussed. 

3.1.1 Density functional theory (DFT) 

 

Density functional theory is one of the most used quantum mechanics techniques to examine 

the electronic structure of many-body systems (Brivio and Trioni 1999).  To achieve the 

overall objectives of this study which are to calculate properties of materials which can in 

turn be used as descriptors, DFT has been used in all case studies more details are given 

under methodology (Chapter 4). 

 

To date, the molecular Schrödinger equations have undergone a good degree of 

implementation with the discovery and use of a wide variety of ab initio and semi empirical 

quantum-chemical methods (Roothaan et al. 1960, Karelson et al. 1996). Semi-empirical 

calculations on a general structure as a Hartree-Fork (HF) calculation constitutes of a 

Hamiltonian and a wave function including the valence electrons (Sotomatsu, Murata, and 

Fujita 1989). Although DFT is formally exact, in practice, approximations are essential for 
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implementation purposes. These approximations, however, can lead to inaccuracies in the 

predicted properties of the system under question. DFT is different from other quantum 

mechanical approximations because it is a non-interacting theory which does not give rise to 

a correlated-body wavefunction (Dreizler & Gross 1990, Fulde 2012). Within the Kohn-

Sham formalism (Hohenberg and Kohn 1964), DFT is a one-electron theory and it shares 

several similarities with HF theory.  

3.1.2. Schrödinger equation and many-body problem 

In order to generate properties of any time-independent quantum system which can in turn be 

used as descriptors, the first step is to solve Schrödinger equation using Hamiltonian operator 

(Schrödinger 1926).  

 

𝐻φ (𝐱1, 𝐱2, … , 𝐱N;  𝐑1, … , 𝐑Nn) =  E φ(𝐱1, 𝐱2, … , 𝐱N;  𝐑1, … , 𝐑Nn)                                 (3.1) 

 

𝐻  is the Hamiltonian,  

Ψ(x1, …, xN) is the wavefunction satisfying the many-electron time-independent Schrödinger 

equation 

N-electron system, 

E is the total energy,  

RNn is the recurrent neural network  

It has been proven over years that it is practically impossible to solve Schrödinger equation 

(3.1) for any structure greater than hydrogen atom and hence it cannot be solved without 

making approximations. 

3.1.3 Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

As explained in 3.1.2, Schrödinger equation in 3.1 cannot be solved without approximation, 

the first approximation to make to attempt to solve Schrödinger equation for more than one 

electron system is Born-Oppenheimer (Born and Oppenheimer 1927). In Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation the nuclei are preserved as immovable in relation to the electrons. In this 

approximation, the electronic structures are explained by making use of plane wave 

functions. Born Oppenheimer approximation helps Schrödinger equation to decrease to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamiltonian_(quantum_mechanics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger_equation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger_equation
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descriptions of divided nuclei and electron systems. It is known that masses of nuclei are very 

large and the nuclei travel considerable more slowly compared to electrons, according to the 

Born-Oppenheimer, the system can be well described by the motion of electrons alone and 

the kinetic energy of nuclei can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.  

Hamiltonian can now be expressed as; 

 

𝐻 =  𝑇𝑒  +  𝑇𝑁   + 𝑉𝑒𝑁 +  𝑉𝑒𝑒                                                                                                         (3.2) 

 

Therefore: 

 

𝐻 =   +   +  +   (3.3) 

 

Where: 

Mk – represents the ratio of the mass of nucleus K to the mass of an electron 

Zk – represents the atomic number of nucleus K 

Te – represents the operator for the kinetic energy of the electrons 

TN – represents the operator for the kinetic energy of the nuclei 

VeN – represents the operator for the Coulomb attraction between electrons and nuclei 

Vee –represents the operator for the repulsion between electrons 

VNN –represents the operator for the repulsion between nuclei 

 

With all the attempt made so far, it is still impossible to solve equation (3.3), more 

approximations are needed 

3.1.4 Hartree approximation 

 
Hartree (Hartree 1928) proposed the use of the molecular orbital (MO) method in order to 

approximate the wavefunctions. What makes Hartree approximation different it is the fact 

that it assumes that each electron moves independently within its own orbital and 

comprehends only an average field produced by entirely the supplementary electrons.  
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3.1.5 The Hartree-Fock method 

 
Even though Hartree tried to solve complication of many-body Schrodinger equation, it fell 

short in meeting all the requirements the Pauli Exclusion Principle which is the importance of 

the spin-statistics connection (Pauli 1940) and plays a significant part in giving insights of 

many physical and chemical occurrences. In late 1920s, two uncomplicated particle-

independent methods were discovered which are known as Hartree (Hartree 1928) and 

Hartree-Fock methods (Fock 1930). With all the promises, still both methods do not take into 

account the correlation among electrons, but Hartree-Fock method includes the 

antisymmetric property of the electronic wave function. Slater discovered that the resulting 

wavefunction was the determinant of a matrix, the Slater determinant (Slater 1929, Slater 

1951). The wave function is expected to be a Slater determinant where 𝜑𝑖  are the spin 

orbitals and 𝑥𝑖  includes both the space and spin coordinates. 

 

                                 

      

                      (3.4) 

 

 

 

By taking out the nuclear kinetic energy and repulsion terms, a simplified Hamiltonian can be 

derived. The Hamiltonian is then reduced to a set of one-electron equations of the form: 

 

                                        (3.5) 

 

Solving the full many-body Schrödinger equation is impossible. Instead, apply a variational 

approach. 

                          (3.6) 
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Below is the Hartree- Fock equation, also known as the self- consistent field (SCF) 

equation. 

 

 

    (3.7) 

 

Hartree potential: local operator 
 

                  (3.8) 

Nonlocal exchange potential, acting on the j
th

orbital. “Nonlocal” means that the orbital that is 

acted upon appears under the integral. 

 

                          (3.9) 

 

 

 

The total Hartree-Fock ground-state energy is given by  

 

 

               

 

 
                                                                         (3.10) 

 

Even though the HF approximation is qualitatively correct, the single-determinant system of 

the wave function does not take the effect of correlations between electrons into account. 

This equates to the electronic structure not being accurately described.  

3.1.6 Exchange-Correlation Functionals 

In order to solve the Kohn Sham equations stated above and make the DFT theory to be used 

in practical calculation, numerous approaches to the exchange-correlation (XC) functionals 

have been suggested and established. At present, there is no collective XC functional for all 

systems to calculate the properties and all the approaches stated above have their own 

limitations. Substantial attempts have been made to expand the accuracy of DFT predictions 

by using better XC potentials ( Heyd et al. 2003, Paier et al. 2006, Perdew et al. 2008, Shang 
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et al. 2011). Table 3.1.6.1 describes the strengths and limitations of the mostly used XC 

potentials. 
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Table 3.1.6.1: Strengths and limitations of local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA). 

Approximation Strengths Limitations Reference 

 

 

 

 

 

LDA 

LDA approximation is precise, though some 

usual deficiencies, such as the poor 

elimination of self-interaction contributions. 

In LDA, the correlation energy EC per 

particle is challenging to get independently 

from the exchange energy.  

Sousa, Fernandes, & 

Ramos, 2007 

   

Appropriate for structures having slowly 

changing densities, but surprisingly good 

results for numerous structures with quite 

large density slopes have also been observed. 

LDA inclines usually to underestimate atomic 

ground-state energies and ionization energies, 

while binding energies are normally 

overestimated. 

Sousa, Fernandes, & 

Ramos, 2007 

    

GGA GGA method tends to offer better total 

energies, atomization energies, structural 

energy differences, and energy barriers.  

With all the improvements, the precision of 

GGA method is still not sufficient for a 

correct explanation of many chemical aspects 

of molecules.  

 Becke, 

1992,(Perdewet al., 

1992,  

GGA is created on the adjustment of the LDA 

exchange-correlation hole, therefore its hole is 

local and it inclines to be an enhancement 

over the LDA when the LDA is a noble first-

order approximation  

When it comes to solid state, GGA functionals 

do not yield meaningfully better results than 

LDA, nor in the control of ionization 

potentials. 

 Perdew et al., 

1992,Perdew, 1986 
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3.1.7 Local density approximation 

 

As described in Table 3.1.6.1, because of its strength LDA is one of the approximations used 

to solve Schrödinger equation. One of its short falls is that it has a tendency to over-estimate 

bond strengths in non-metallic materials. Within LDA, the XC energy for a given density is 

expressed as:  

  

                                    (3.11)                                   

 

 represents the exchange –correlation energy of each electron and gas density 

3.1.8 Generalized gradient approximation 

 

In terms of accuracy, GGA outperforms LDA but it also has its limitations as explained in 

Table 3.1.  The GGA approximation does not depend on the density but also on the density 

gradient  . 

                                 (3.12) 

                                       

3.1.9 Basis sets 

Within Material Studio, DMol3 has basis sets such as Minimal (MIN) which uses minimal 

basis set, it uses only atomic orbital for each orbital that is occupied in the free atom. Table 

3.1.9.1 describes the strengths and limitations of MIN, Double numerical (DN) and Double 

Numerical Polarization (DNP). The DNP includes p-function on all hydrogen atoms and one of 

its advantages is that it has the best accuracy, one of its disadvantages is that it has the highest 

cost, it is important for hydrogen bonding (da Silva Ribeiro et al. 2014). Within DNP, the 

atomic energies are calculated, and then stored in the basis file. The calculated energies are 

exact atomic energies at the DFT level on a spherically symmetric grid (da Silva Ribeiro et 

al. 2014).   

)( XC



dr r E XC 
LDA 
XC   ) ( ) ( ] [     

r r r r d E XC 
GGA 
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Table 3.1.9.1: Strengths and limitations of MIN, DN and DNP. 

Basis set Strengths Limitations Reference 

Minimal (MIN) Fast computation Produces low accuracy 

Delley, 1990, BIOVIA, 

2016 

Double numerical (DN) Enhanced precision over MIN 

 Works well for the small clusters 

only Delley & Steigmeier, 1995 

Double Numerical Polarization (DNP) It has the best accuracy Highest cost da Silva Ribeiro et al. 2014 
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Pseudopotentials are used reduce computational effort by replacing some basis functions with 

a simplified analytic or numerical form. The background elements over these functions need 

to be computed only once and are excluded from the self-consistent field procedure. Figure 

3.1.9.1 depicts typical shapes for the all-electron orbitals and pseudo orbitals. Matrix 

elements of this potential can be computed efficiently.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.1.9.1: Typical shapes for the all-electron orbitals and pseudo orbitals. 

 

3.2 Corrected density functional theory (DFT+D) and the associated flavours of 

DFT+D.  

 

DFT+D also known as (DFT-D) has been developed by S. Grimme's unlike a standard DFT, 

the method uses density-independent dispersion corrections, as its name suggests, this 

method has quite significant impact in correcting a standard DFT (Grimme 2006, Grimme et 

al. 2010). In this study, only DFT-D has been used, below is the list of other DFT-D 

associated flavours that have not been used in this thesis. DFT-D2 (Grimme 2006), DFT-D2 

shows a long-range behaviour 𝐶6,𝑖𝑗=  𝑅𝑖𝑗
6  where  𝐶6,𝑖𝑗  is the dispersion coefficient and 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is 

the distance between the atoms (Van Troeye, Torrent, and Gonze 2016). This method has 

been found to give way better agreement with the experiments than DFT for utmost non-

covalently bound systems, DFT-D2 method only make use of one coefficient for each 

chemical pair and thus may not be able to catch fundamental trends of these interactions.  

 

According to (Gobre and Tkatchenko 2013) dispersion coefficient can alter by a feature of 

two in the instance of armchair carbon nanotubes depending of their size. Another associated 

flavour of DFT-D is DFT-D3 (Goerigk and Grimme 2010), in this flavour the problem is 

All-electron orbital 

Pseudo orbital 

0 
r 

Radical 

function 

R(r) 
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undertaken with the use of environment dependent dispersion coefficients.  All the stated 

scenarios above, what is important is to take the corrections into account in the computation 

of atomic derivative-related quantities like forces, stresses, interatomic force constants, 

dynamical matrices, or elastic tensor (Van Troeye, Torrent, and Gonze 2016).  

3.3 The theory of conductor-like screening model (COSMO) 

 

What sets COSMO methods apart from other dielectric methods is the fact that COSMO 

removes the outlying charge error, which is instigated by small parts of the electron density 

of the solute lying outside the cavity (Klamt and Schüürmann 1993). The exterior charges are 

the calculated straight from the electrostatic potential of the charge distribution within the 

cavity (Andzelm, Kölmel, and Klamt 1995). The COSMO methodology is relevant in this 

study because it defines the solvent response ground by means of obvious separation charges 

distributed on the hollow surface that are resolute by commanding that the total electrostatic 

likely abandons out on the surface. The electrostatic quantity of the solvation energy is a 

quadratic purpose of the solute charge sprinkling and it can be comprised in the solute 

Hamiltonian (Andzelm, Kölmel, and Klamt 1995). 

3.4 Frontier molecular orbital analysis 

 

Using the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO) within Frontier Molecular Orbital (FMO) theory (Fukui 1992) the HOMO-

LUMO interactions of the adsorbates were investigated. The focus on the Frontier orbitals 

(HOMO and LUMO) was due to their effect on the reaction mechanisms of molecules; which 

largely accounts for many chemical and optical properties of the molecule. For example, 

HOMO and LUMO levels can thus be used predict chemical activity of a molecule under 

different exposure media (Zarrouk et al. 2012). This means different molecules will have 

different values for the HOMO and LUMO. According to FMO theory, chemical reactivity is 

as a result of electron transitions due to HOMO-LUMO interaction (Musa et al. 2010).  

 

The energies of the HOMO, EHOMO, and LUMO, ELUMO are related to the ionization potential 

(IP) and the electron affinity (EA) in that: IP = - EHOMO and EA = - ELUMO; respectively. IP is 

the minimum energy required to remove an electron from the ground state of the molecule, 

and EA is the energy released when an electron is added to a molecule. For EA > 0 signifies 

the addition of an electron releases energy which results to stabilization of the molecule.  
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The parameters consist of IP, EA, the HOMO-LUMO gap, ELUMO-EHOMO or IP-EA, (ΔE), 

dipole moment (μ), Molecular Surface Area (MSA), and absolute electronegativity (χ). 

Notably, the μ and χ are a measure of polarity of a polar covalent bond, and the chemical 

property that describes the ability of a molecule to attract electrons towards itself in a 

covalent bond, respectively (Geerlings and De Proft 2002) η is the absolute hardness, and ΔN 

denotes the number of electrons transferred. The number of transferred electrons were 

calculated using the expression below results are shown in Table A25 (Appendix A). 

 

△ N =
χ𝐴𝑔 −  χ𝑎𝑑𝑠

2(𝜂𝐴𝑔 + 𝜂𝑎𝑑𝑠)
                                                                                                            (3.13)   

                                                

where χ𝐴𝑔 and χ 𝑎𝑑𝑠 denotes the absolute electronegativity of silver and the adsorbate 

molecule, respectively;  𝜂𝐴𝑔 and  𝜂𝑎𝑑𝑠 are the absolute hardness of silver and the adsorbate 

molecule, respectively. The frontier orbital energies EHOMO  and ELUMO  are shown in Table 

5.1.3.6, according to the Koopman’s theorem (Sastri and Perumareddi 1997) these quantities 

are related to electron affinity (EA) and ionization potential  (IP) as follows: 

 

χ =  
𝐼𝑃  +  𝐸𝐴 

2
                                                                                                                                                        (3.14) 

 

 

𝜂  =  
𝐼𝑃 − 𝐸𝐴 

2
                                                                                                                                                       (3.15) 

 

IP and EA are related in turn to EHOMO and ELUMO as IP = −𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 , and EA = −𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 

 
ΔE = EHOMO – ELUMO                                                                                                                                          (3.16) 

The equations stated above were used derive the results for the descriptors presented in 

Chapter 5  

 

Table 3.4.1 shows studies where DFT and DFT-D have been successfully applied in 

describing molecular surface interactions, DFT has been adopted as a method of choice to 

calculate the properties of Ag (111) surface and Ag ENPs interacting with natural organic 

matter, where some of the calculated properties will be then used as descriptors.  
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Table 3.4.1: DFT application to molecular surface interactions. 

 

Method Key findings Descriptors derived Reference 

 

 

 

 

 DFT-D 

The results of global reactivity descriptors showed that a 

change from the gas phase to water the chemical hardness 

decreased and decreased while the electrophilicity increased. 

HOMO, LUMO, Eg, absolute hardness, 

chemical potential and electrophilicity 

Chermahini, 

Teimouri, 

and 

Farrokhpour 

2015 

   

This study found that the solvation energy and adsorption 

energy values suggest that the BN sheet is more suitable as an 

adsorption surface for amino acids and also the electronic 

changes have been monitored through the HOMO–LUMO 

gap and work function.  

HOMO–LUMO gap and work function Singla et al. 

2016 

    

 

 

 

 

 

DFT 

They observed that thermodynamically, H2O adsorbs 

dissociatively on ZrO2 (111), but in the presence of Ni both 

dissociated and molecular H2O can coexist. On the other 

hand, molecular water is likely to be present on YSZ (111) 

and Ni/YSZ (111), depending on the experimental conditions. 

 

Adsorption energy, Electron localization, 

Total density of states (DOS), projected 

DOS 

 

 

 

(Cadi-

Essadek, 

Roldan, and 

de Leeuw 

2016) 

   

They found that corrosion inhibitor molecules preferably 

adsorb on the grain boundary with the larger distortion degree 

and more adsorption sites. 

Work function, Adsorption energies, 

HOMO, LUMO, Fukui indices 

(Wang et al. 

2018) 
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Chapter 4: Computational details 

(Methodology) 
 

4.0 Introduction  

 

This chapter presents the calculation details for the calculations carried in this study. It also 

explains how adsorbates, pristine Ag nanoparticles and Ag (111) surface were optimized and 

the total energies were obtained.  Even though computational details are very similar for each 

case study, each case study had its unique computational details and unique set of parameters, 

this chapter gives a brief overview of computational details for each case study. 

4.1 Computational details for case study one 
 

All calculations were performed with the DMol3 module (Biovia 2016) as implemented in 

Materials Studio BIOVIA (Biovia 2016). Since the adsorbate can be adsorbed at different 

locations on the ENPs surfaces, the adsorption locator (AL) module within Materials Studio 

BIOVIA (Biovia 2016) was used to obtain the best adsorption site on the surface hereafter 

referred to as a configuration. The AL utilizes Monte Carlo within a lattice dynamics 

approach to obtain the best configuration, which, in turn, was used as an input for the DFT 

calculations. The theoretical face centered cubic (fcc) lattice constant was obtained following 

unit cell optimization estimated to be 4.02 Å; and in good agreement with results of (Haas, 

Tran, and Blaha 2009) at 4.01 Å. 

4.1.1 The unit cell 

 
The unit cell of bulk silver was optimized with a 12 x 12 x 12 Monkhorst-Pack (Monkhorst 

and Pack 1976) mesh of k-points and kinetic energy cut-off of 4.5 Å the unit cell was then 

relaxed using the conjugate gradient method until the total forces acting on each atom was 

less than 0.02 eV/ Å. The bulk Ag optimized structure shown in Figure 4.1.1.1 was used to 

build Ag surfaces explained in the following section. The bulk silver in Figure 4.1.1.1 was 

then used to build surfaces and nanoparticles of different shapes. 
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                                             Figure 4.1.1.1: Schematic representation of Bulk Ag. 

 

4.1.2 Surface construction 

 
After optimizing the unit cell, surfaces were constructed using a 3×3 supercell consisting of 

five layers, where the top two layers of the surface were allowed to relax without and with the 

adsorbed molecules. The remaining three substrate layers were frozen and a vacuum distance 

of 15 Å was used. Spherical, cylindrical and tetrahedron engineered nanoparticles were 

constructed with the (111) surface as the bonding surface. The most stable planer surface of 

Ag (111) surface was identified by obtaining the equilibrium properties of bulk Ag. In Figure 

4.2 we constructed low index surfaces such as (100), (110) and (111) surfaces but we only 

considered (111) surface and all structures were geometrically optimized by solving the 

Kohn−Sham equation self-consistently under spin-unrestricted conditions (Ordejón, Artacho, 

and Soler 1996, Kohn and Sham 1965). Different planar surfaces of Ag ENPs (100), (110) 

and (111) are shown in Figure 4.1.2.1 and the adsorption energies were calculated using the 

expression equation 4.1 

 

Figure 4.1.2.1: Showing relaxed surfaces of both top and side views of low-index surface. 
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𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 =   𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒/𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒                                                           (4.1) 

 

The exchange-correlation energy was approximated using the PW91 generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) (Perdew and Wang 1992). A double-numeric quality basis set with 

polarization functions was chosen (Lu et al. 2016).  Core electrons were treated with DFT 

semi core-pseudo potentials (DSPPs) (B Delley 2002). Spin polarization was also applied, 

and real space cut-off radius was maintained at 4.5 Å. Convergence accuracy of energy was 

set as 1.0e
−5 

Ha, while the energy gradient and atom displacement were set as 0.002 Ha/Å and 

0.005 Å, respectively. To accelerate convergence speed of charge density of self-consistent 

field calculation time and enhance efficiency, direct inversion of iterative subspace (DIIS) 

was used. Using the bulk optimized structure and the relaxed Ag ENPs (111) surface (stable 

surface) yield different geometrical pristine shapes investigated in this study shown in Figure 

4.1.2.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.3 Optimization of Ag (111) surface with adsorbates 

 
As explained in section 4.1.2, Ag (111) surface was constructed using a 3x3 unit cell to 

adsorb low molecular weight NOM’s (formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid) using the 

adsorption locator module, and configurations with minimum energy for the adsorbates on 

the Ag (111) surface are shown in Figure 4.1.3.1. The obtained minimum energy 

configurations from the adsorption locator calculations were then used as inputs for DFT 

calculation where the atomic positions of the adsorbates and surface atoms were relaxed at 

constant volume. Using the adsorption locator as already mentioned allowed different 

adsorbate-sorbate configurations to be generated via Monte Carlo technique as embedded 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.1.2.2: Pristine (a) tetrahedron (b) sphere (c) cylinder. 
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within the module, to relax with respect to all degrees of freedom (including rotations of the 

adsorbate on the surface) without additional constraints. The minimum energy configurations 

of the sorbate adsorbate systems were obtained using the adsorption locator, which one of the 

modules with Material Studio. This was done for instance, in the case of placing ascorbic 

acid on Ag (111) surface.  A series of configurations were obtained as listed in Table 4.1.3.1 

The best configuration was the one with the most negative adsorption energy, so from Table 

4.1.3.1 only the first adsorption energy (-69.567 mV) were used as DFT input to get the total 

energies for DFT using DMol
3
 code.  Similar approach was followed in dealing with other 

adsorbates and the different configurations derived are summarized in Tables (A.1-A.24, B.1-

B.3 and C.1-C.15) in the electronic version A, B and C, respectively that accompany this 

thesis. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                         (a)                          (b)                         (c) 

                                                                          
 

Top view 

Surface slab 

Figure 4.1.3.1: Shows (a) formic acid (b) acetic acid and (c) ascorbic acid adsorbed on 

Ag (111) surface slab with the top and side view (color code;oxygen: red, grey: carbon 

and white: hydrogen). 
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Table 4.1.3.1: Different configurations of Ag (111) surface when the ascorbic acid (AA2) was attached. 

 
Structures TE Ads RAE DE AA2 : dEad/dNi 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 1  -30.92835639 -69.56749644 -52.72580615 -16.8416903 -69.56749644 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 2  -29.71113474 -68.3502748 -50.98543449 -17.36484031 -68.3502748 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 3 -28.90593146 -67.54507152 -53.12121462 -14.4238569 -67.54507152 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 4 -28.22842513 -66.86756518 -52.63108961 -14.23647557 -66.86756518 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 5 -27.71112826 -66.35026832 -50.22504463 -16.12522369 -66.35026832 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 6 -27.12512961 -65.76426967 -52.28601924 -13.47825042 -65.76426967 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 7 -26.8409285 -65.48006856 -47.21185318 -18.26821538 -65.48006856 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 8 -25.72204061 -64.36118066 -48.51110938 -15.85007128 -64.36118066 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 9 -25.15092031 -63.79006037 -48.31141508 -15.47864528 -63.79006037 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 10 -22.76485026 -61.40399032 -43.31471353 -18.08927679 -61.40399032 

Ag (1 1 1) - AA2 - 11 -22.56469285 -61.20383291 -43.16749363 -18.03633927 -61.20383291 

                                    

                                  NB: Total energy (TE), Adsorption energy (Ads), Rigid adsorption energy (RAE), Deformation energy (DE), Ascorbic acid (AA2). 
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4.2 Computational details for case study two 

 

In this case study, calculations were performed using the DFT-D (Ortmann, Bechstedt, and 

Schmidt 2006, Tkatchenko and Scheffler 2009) approach as implemented in the DMol3 

(Bernard Delley 2000) within the Materials Studio BIOVIA (Biovia 2016). DFT-D was used 

to accurately account for the van der Waals (vdW) interactions between the NOM and Ag 

(111) surface (Ortmann, Bechstedt, and Schmidt 2006). The generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) method as proposed by Perdew and (Wang PW91) was used to 

approximate the exchange–correlation functional (Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 1996) as it 

provides better overall description of the electronic system (Liang, Li, and Zhang 2009) and 

the double-numerical quality basis set with polarization functions (DNP) were employed (Lu 

et al. 2016). DFT semi-core pseudopotential (DSPP) was set to account for relativistic effects 

to balance calculation accuracy and computational efficiency (M. Zhang et al. 2017).  

4.2.1 Surface construction 

 
Ag (111) surface was modelled by a slab consisting of four layers repeated in a 4x4 surface 

unit cell with a separation of 15 Å between clean slabs to ensure no interactions between the 

sorbate and its periodic image. The adsorbates used in this case study were high molecular 

weight NOM’s such as humic acid (HA), fulvic acid (FA) and cryptochrome (Cry). As 

explained in section 4.1.3, the obtained minimum energy configurations from the adsorption 

locator calculations were then used as inputs for DFT calculation where the atomic positions 

of the adsorbates and surface atoms were relaxed at constant volume. Using the adsorption 

locator as already mentioned allowed different adsorbate-sorbate configurations to be 

generated via Monte Carlo technique as embedded within the module, to relax with respect to 

all degrees of freedom (including rotations of the adsorbate on the surface) without additional 

constraints. The minimum energy configurations of the sorbate-adsorbate systems were 

obtained using the adsorption locator, which one of the modules with Material Studio. This 

was done for instance, in the case of placing ascorbic acid on Ag (111) surface. Uppermost 

two layers of the Ag atoms were relaxed along with the adsorbates, and the remaining 

substrate layers were constrained. The optimized geometrical structure of model Ag (111) 

surfaces used to adsorb the NOMs are shown in Figure 4.2.1.1. An adsorption equation 

mentioned in section 4.1.2 was used to calculate adsorption energies. 
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Figure 4.2.1.1: Optimized geometrical structures and relaxed configurations of (a) HA, (b) 

FA and (c) Cry molecules adsorbed on Ag (111) surface. 

 

Gamma point k-point sampling was used and a real-space cut-off radius was maintained at 

4.5 Å to improve the computational performance (Lu et al. 2016). The electronic energy 

convergence criteria, gradient, and atom displacement, were set as 0.00001
 
Ha (Ha is 

hartree), 0.002 Ha/Å, and 0.005 Å, respectively. To accelerate convergence speed of charge 

density of self-consistent field calculation time, and also enhance efficiency, direct inversion 

of iterative subspace (DIIS) was used. 

4.2.2 Conductor-like screening model (COSMO) 

 
To model the solvation effects in water, where electrostatic interactions of solutes with 

solvent are taken into account, solvation calculations on Ag (111) surface, HA, FA, and Cry 

complexes were performed using the conductor-like screening model (COSMO) as 

implemented in DMol3 (BIOVIA 2016). The continuum solvation model, COSMO, was 

selected since it is both simple and computationally efficient in comparison with explicit 

solvent phase simulations (Klamt and Schüürmann 1993). It also aids in the prediction of 

physicochemical properties of chemical species in solution media (Tomasi and Persico 1994, 

Cramer and Truhlar 1999) with the goal of generating results valuable to experimentalists 

(Vincent and Hillier 2014). In this study, water with permittivity (ε) = 78.4 was chosen as 

solvent primarily to mimic the interactions of ENPs with different NOMs defined by wide 

variations of MWs present in the aquatic systems.  

(a) (b) (c) 
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4.3 Computational details for case study three 

 

This case study adopted the method explained in section 4.2 as it is. 

4.3.1 Surface construction 

 
The Ag (111) surface was modelled using a seven-layer slab with a (4×4) unit cell and only 

the top three layers were allowed to relax while the four bottom layers were fixed in the 

optimized bulk position as shown in figure 4.3.1.1. A 20 Å vacuum space between the 

periodic slabs was utilized to eliminate spurious interactions. In this case study the NOM’s 

used were formic acid (FA), acetic acid (AA1) and ascorbic acid (AA2). All other parameter 

were fixed like the ones shown in 4.2.1.  

 Top view Side view 
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Figure 4.3.1.1: Side and top view snapshot of Ag (111)-1AA1, Ag (111)-2AA1 and Ag 

(111)-3AA1. 
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As explained in section 4.1.3, the obtained minimum energy configurations from the 

adsorption locator calculations were then used as inputs for DFT calculation where the 

atomic positions of the adsorbates and surface atoms were relaxed at constant volume.  

COSMO model as explained in section 4.2.2 was used to mimic water. 

4.4 Adsorption energy  

 

Adsorption process can be either be physical or chemical based on dominant forces. 

Physisorption arises from relatively weak (< 0.4 eV) interactions such as Van der Waals force 

whereas chemisorption involves stronger (> 0.4 eV) chemical interactions due to chemical 

bonding with transfer of electrons between the adsorbent and adsorbate (Hill 1977, 

Chantaramolee et al. 2015). Understanding the nature of the interactions between ENPs and 

NOMs is of crucial importance in understanding the fate and behavior of ENPs in the 

environment. The adsorption energies were calculated using both the DFT and dispersion 

corrected density functional theory (DFT-D). The adsorption of low and high molecular 

weight natural organic matter on Ag (111) surface in both gaseous and aqueous phases has 

been investigated using the equation below. 

 

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸(𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓+𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒) −  𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 −   𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒   + BSSE                                                                            (4.1) 

 

where 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒+𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒  is the total energy of the relaxed surface and adsorbate,  𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  

is the total energy of the relaxed surface, whereas  𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒 is the total relaxed energy of 

the adsorbate. A more negative value that can be found suggests stronger adsorption energy 

(Chantaramolee et al. 2015). Notably, equation 4.1 removes the deformation energy and the 

basis set superposition error (BSSE) correction as numerical basis sets reduce these effects 

(Saikia and Deka 2013). The calculated adsorption energies using equation 4.1 are discussed 

in Chapter 5. 

4.5 Solvation energy 

 

By definition solvation energy is the  process of transferring a solute from a fixed position in 

an ideal gas phase into a fixed position in the solvent (Ratkova, Palmer, and Fedorov 2015), 

(Ben-Naim 2006). In this work, the solvation energy was calculated to understand the 

stability of the interaction of the Ag (111) surface with adsorbates. The solvation energy was 
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obtained using the expression in equation 4.2. Solvation was not done on Ag ENPs, it was 

done on the last two cases on surface. 

 

∆𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛=𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠                                                                                                                                (4.2)                                                                                           

 

where ∆𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the solvation energy of the system, and 𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 are the total 

energies of the systems in the water phase and  the gas phase, respectively (Salehzadeh, 

Bayat, and Gholiee 2013). Negative values of ∆𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  indicates that the molecule is 

stable in its solvent phase.  

 

Following the determination of the adsorption and solvation energies other descriptors 

including the HOMO, LUMO, energy gap (Eg), chemical potential (μ), ionization potential 

(I), electron affinity (A), electronegativity (χ), hardness (η) and electrophilicity (ω) have been 

calculated.  
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Chapter 5: Results and discussion 
 

5.1 Case study 1: In silico studies of LMW NOM’s adsorption on different 

shapes of Ag ENPs 
 

5.1.1 Introduction 

 
Herein, DFT, CLD, and quantum mechanical calculations based on FMO theory were applied 

to elucidate the interactions of ENPs and NOMs. Results were derived for the adsorption 

energies of formic acid (CH2O2), acetic acid (C2H4O2), and ascorbic acid (C6H8O6) on silver 

(Ag) ENPs (111) surface and its shapes, namely: spherical, cylindrical, and different 

tetrahedron positions (faces, vertices and edges) using the DFT and CLD as described in 

Chapter 3. Results showed that the adsorption energies increased as molecular weight of the 

adsorbate increased with C6H8O6 showing the highest adsorption energies for surface, 

spherical- and cylindrical-shaped Ag ENPs. For different positions of tetrahedron Ag ENP 

(111) surface, results indicated faces had the highest adsorption energies; hence, likely to be 

the most preferred adsorption sites. Therefore, results of both in silico techniques indicate 

that Ag ENPs are likely to be easily adsorbed by NOMs with larger molecular mass. In 

addition, calculations using FMO theory showed a direct relationship with each of the four 

parameters, viz.: the dipole moment (μ), molecular surface area (MSA), absolute 

electronegativity (χ), and absolute hardness (η) to the molar mass of the adsorbate.  

 

Due to the influence of shape on the interactions of ENPs with organic matter, in this study 

adsorption of different NOM’s on different shapes of Ag ENPs with (111) bound surfaces 

were investigated using in silico techniques. This is because shape plays a crucial role in 

controlling surface reactivity, for example, in terms of energy between the ENPs and other 

surfaces (Barnard and Zapol 2004). Secondly, determine plausible descriptor(s) likely to 

account for ENPs fate in the environment. For instance, experimental findings have shown 

that MW of the sorbing organic matter controls the ENPs stability (Louie, Tilton, and Lowry 

2013). Moreover, the interactions between Ag ENPs and their coatings, in this case NOM 

coating have a direct bearing to their fate, stability, and eventual toxicity to biological 

lifeforms in the aquatic systems (Sharma et al. 2014). Clearly, this implies the formation of a 

natural coating on uncoated ENPs (herein regarded as pristine ENPs); can aid to account for 
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likely scenarios of ENPs consequent fate and stability, for example, after losing their original 

coating once in the aquatic systems. In particular, the adsorption energies as well as structural 

characteristics of stable adsorbed NOM complexes to Ag NPs (111) facets of three shapes, 

viz.: spherical, cylindrical Ag ENPs (111) surface, and tetrahedron Ag ENPs (111) surfaces 

were evaluated.  

5.1.2. Computational details  

 
All calculations were performed with the DMol3 module (Biovia 2016) as implemented in 

Materials Studio BIOVIA (Biovia 2016). Since the adsorbate can be adsorbed at different 

locations on the ENPs surfaces, the adsorption locator (AL) module within Materials Studio 

BIOVIA (Biovia 2016) was used to obtain the best adsorption site on the surface hereafter 

referred to as a configuration. The AL utilizes Monte Carlo within a lattice dynamics 

approach to obtain the best configuration, which, in turn, was used as an input for the DFT 

calculations. The theoretical face centered cubic (fcc) lattice constant was obtained following 

unit cell optimization estimated to be 4.02 Å and in good agreement with results of,(Haas, 

Tran, and Blaha 2009) at 4.01 Å. The unit cell of bulk silver was optimized with a 12x12 x12 

Monkhorst-Pack (Monkhorst and Pack 1976) mesh of k-points and kinetic energy cut-off of 

4.5 Å the unit cell was then relaxed using the conjugate gradient method until the total forces 

acting on each atom was less than 0.02 eV/ang. Silver has a face centred cubic (fcc) crystal 

structure with a Ag-Ag distance of 2.88 Å (Davey, 1925, Suh et al., 1988), bounded by low-

index e.g. (100), (110) and (111) of high atom densities (Molleman and Hiemstra 2015).  

 

For Ag, the (111) face is characterised by high metal density (14 Ag/nm
2
) and low surface 

tension (Azcárate et al. 2013) and the close-packed (111) plane has the lowest energy crystal 

plane with maximum packing, and therefore, is most stable (Marzbanrad et al. 2015).  For 

this reason, the (111) facet is widely studied (Hatchett and White 1996) because silver 

reactivity favours high atom density facets, (Ajayan and Marks 1988) and similarly, it was 

chosen as facet of investigation in this study. The exchange-correlation energy was 

approximated using the  PW91 generalized gradient approximation (Perdew and Wang 1992). 

A double-numeric quality basis set with polarization functions was chosen (Lu et al. 2016). 

Core electrons were treated with DFT semi core-pseudo potentials (B Delley 2002).  
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Spin polarization was also applied, and real space cut-off radius was maintained at 4.5 Å. 

Convergence accuracy of energy was set as 1.0e
−5 

Ha, while the energy gradient and atom 

displacement were set as 0.002 Ha/Å and 0.005 Å, respectively. To accelerate convergence 

speed of charge density of self-consistent field calculation time and enhance efficiency, direct 

inversion of iterative subspace (DIIS) was used. After optimizing the unit cell, surfaces were 

constructed using a 3×3 supercell consisting of five layers, where the top two layers of the 

surface were allowed to relax without and with the adsorbed molecules. The remaining three 

substrate layers were frozen and a vacuum distance of 15 Å was used. Spherical, cylindrical 

and tetrahedron engineered nanoparticles were constructed with the (111) surface as the 

bonding surface. The adsorption energy calculations were done using equation 4.1 in Chapter 

4. 

5.1.3 Results and discussion 

 
Bond lengths of the elements for the adsorbates used in this study as shown in Table 5.1.3.1, 

after results are discussed starting by NOM’s on Ag ENP (111) surface, spherical Ag ENPs, 

cylindrical Ag ENPs (111) and different positions of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) surface.  

Table 5.1.3.1: Measured bond lengths for formic acid , acetic acid and ascorbic acid on Ag 

(111) surface where C-O is the distance between carbon and oxygen, H-O is the distance 

between hydrogen and oxygen, C-H is the distance between carbon and hydrogen, H-H is the 

distance between hydrogen and Hydrogen, C-C is the distance between carbon and carbon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adsorbate                                             

 

dc-o(Å) 
  dH-O 

(Å) 

  dC-H 

(Å)                          

 
  dH-H 

(Å)  

 

 dC-C (Å) 

Formic acid           
 

1.0 

 

 0.62   0.62 
 

 - 
 

      - 

Acetic acid  
 

1.37 1.08   1.09 
 

 - 
 

    1.52 

Ascorbic acid  

 

 

1.0   0.62   0.85 

 

 

  0.62 

 

     1.0 
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Using the adsorption locator module the minimum energy configurations for the adsorbates 

on the Ag ENP (111) surface as shown in Figure 5.1.3.1, adsorption energies were calculated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1.3.1: Shows (a) formic acid (b) acetic acid and (b) ascorbic acid adsorbed on Ag 

(111) surface slab with the top and side view (color code; oxygen: red, grey: carbon, white: 

hydrogen). 

 
Notably, in Table 5.1.3.2 both in silico techniques show similar results, and therefore, are 

consistent. The adsorption energy results in Table 5.1.3.2 were calculated using equation 4.1 

in Chapter 4. The adsorption energies increased as the MW of the adsorbates increased; 

ascorbic acid shows the highest adsorption energies for Ag ENP (111) surface (-0.55 eV), 

spherical (-0.63 eV) and cylindrical Ag ENP (111) (-0.85 eV). A similar trend was observed 

for CLD as well in terms of estimated adsorption energies i.e. Ag (111) ENP surface (-2.90 

eV), spherical shape (-2.02 eV), and cylindrical Ag ENP (111) (-2.27 eV). The results 

indicate ascorbic acid can be easily adsorbed compared to formic acid or acetic acid.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top view 

Adsorbate 

Surface slab 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Table 5.1.3.2: Calculated adsorption energies in (eV) for Ag (111) surface, spherical Ag 

nanoparticle, and cylindrical Ag nanoparticle on formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid as 

adsorbates.  

  
  

DMol3                                               AL 
 

 
 

E_ads (eV) 
  

E_ads (eV) 

 Adsorbates                          
 

FA   AA1 AA2    
 

FA AA1 AA2 

Ag(111) surface           

 

-0.07 

 
 -0.28 -0.55  

 

-0.67 -0.95 -2.90 

Ag (spherical)  
 

-0.31 -0.31 -0.63  
 

-0.55 -0.73 -2.02 

Ag(111) cylindrical  

 

 

-0.22 -0.25 -0.85  

 

 

-0.48 -0.68 -2.27 

 

FA: formic acid, AA1: acetic acid, AA2: ascorbic acid. 

 

From the computed adsorption energies, it was possible to deduce the nature of adsorption 

mechanisms i.e. whether chemical or physical. Physical adsorption (physisorption) arises 

from relatively weak (< 0.4 eV) interactions such as van der Waals force whereas chemical 

adsorption (chemisorption) involves stronger (>0.4 eV) chemical interactions due to chemical 

bonding with transfer of electrons between the adsorbent and adsorbate (Chantaramolee et al. 

2015, Hill 1977).  In the present study, chemisorption was observed in the case of ascorbic 

acid on the surfaces, edges as well as vertices. Physisorption was, however, only observed in 

the case of acetic acid and formic acid adsorption with the exception of two vertices as shown 

in Table 5.1.3.3.  
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Table 5.1.3.3: Calculated adsorption energies of formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid at 

the vertices of tetrahedron Ag (111) surface. 

 

            DMol3                                    AL 

Adsorbate Vertices E_ads (eV) E_b (eV) 

   FA                                                1                -0.21                    -0.53 

 2                -0.44                    -0.84 

 3                -0.19                    -0.63 

AA1 1                -0.27              -0.77    

 2                -0.49               -1.13      

 3                -0.26              -0.89      

   AA2 1                -0.78               -2.34 

 2                -0.95               -2.81 

 3                -0.95               -2.81 

 

The calculated adsorption energies were all negative indicating that the adsorption process is 

exothermic and spontaneous (X. Zhang et al. 2013). Negative adsorption energies suggest 

that the adsorption process involves an associative mechanism, and no significant change 

occurs in the internal structures of the adsorbent during the adsorption process. The 

calculated adsorption energies suggests that these adsorbates do bind with the Ag ENPs, and 

in turn, exert some of the properties which in turn influences the fate Ag ENPs in the 

environment. This is consistent with the findings of Loosli et al. (2015) where NOM’s were 

found to coat on ENPs. Moreover, adsorbates that are more negatively charged enhances 

ENPs stability either through electrosteric stabilization and/or steric hindrance mechanisms 

(Chen et al. 2007, Gilbert et al. 2007). Adsorption of adsorbates to the surfaces ENPs is 

known to influence their surface properties and aggregation behavior. The adsorption energy 

is usually affected not only by the electronic interactions in and between the adsorbate and 

the surface, but also via energetic cost of changing the atomic geometry (Borck and Schröder 

2005).   

 

A similar methodology as presented for Ag ENP (111) surface was followed to determine 

adsorption energies for spherically shaped Ag ENP. Using AL, results of minimum energy 
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configuration for sphere with different adsorbates are shown in Figure 5.1.3.2 (a), (b) and (c) 

for formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1.3.2: Schematic representation of adsorption of (a) formic acid, (b) acetic acid and 

(c) ascorbic acid on spherical silver engineered nanoparticles. 

 

However, unlike in the case of Ag ENP (111) surface where all surface atoms were chosen as 

possible target atoms for the adsorbate, for the sphere, target atoms were selected individually 

after carrying out adsorption locator calculations. It should be noted that the adsorption 

energies obtained were similar irrespective of the target atom. This is because all surface 

atoms of a sphere are symmetrically equivalent, and as a result, have a uniform charge 

distribution over the entire sphere. Both techniques density functional theory and classical 

lattice dynamics showed similar trend in the adsorption energies for the surface (111). The 

high adsorption energies of ascorbic acid results again show that it can easily bind to the 

spherical nanoparticles as compared to formic acid and acetic acid (Table 5.1.3.2).  

 

For the cylindrically shaped Ag ENP bound by (111) surface on both edges, AL was used to 

identify possible adsorption sites. Table 5.2 summarises the DFT and CLD adsorption 

energies. As can be seen (Table 5.2), the higher the molar mass, the greater the adsorption 

energies and higher the minimum energy configurations for the cylindrical surface with 

different adsorbates are shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1.3.3: Schematic representation of adsorption of (a) formic acid, (b) acetic acid and 

(c) ascorbic acid on cylindrical Ag ENP (111) surface. 

(b) (a) (c) 

(a) (b) (c) 
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For tetrahedron, the calculated adsorption energies using both DFT and CLD were similarly 

done as the case for sphere and the cylinder and the results are summarized in Table 5.1.3.2. 

Adsorption energies of formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid at the vertices, faces and 

edges of different positions of tetrahedron Ag ENPs (111) surface were calculated. Figures 

5.1.3.4-5.1.3.6 show how formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid were attached on vertices, 

faces, and edges on tetrahedron Ag ENPs (111). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1.3.4: Adsorption of formic acid at different vertices of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) 

surface (position 1-3), adsorption of formic acid at the face of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) 

(position 4),  and adsorption of formic acid at the edge of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) (position 

5). 
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Figure 5.1.3.5: Adsorption of acetic acid at different vertices of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) 

surface (position 1-3), adsorption of acetic acid at the face of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) 

(position 4) and adsorption of acetic acid at the edge of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) (position 

5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1.3.6: Adsorption of ascorbic acid at different vertices of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) 

surface (position 1-3), adsorption of ascorbic acid at the face of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) 

(position 4) and adsorption of ascorbic acid at the edge of tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) 

(position 5). 
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Results derived using both in silico techniques indicated that faces had the highest adsorption 

energies; hence are likely to be the most preferred adsorption sites. Therefore, ascorbic acid 

can be easily adsorbed on the face of tetrahedron Ag (111) surface than at the vertices and 

edges. However, for the physisorption of lower MW NOMs, adsorptions may occur at any 

face as all energies were found to be similar as shown in Tables 5.1.3.3 and 5.1.3.4. 

Table 5.1.3.4: Calculated adsorption energies of formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid at 

the faces and edges of tetrahedron Ag (111) surface. 

    DMol3                                                AL  

 

 E_ads (eV)  E_ads (eV)  

 Adsorbates                FA 

 
AA1 AA2  FA AA1 AA2 

Face (1)  

 

-0.46 

 

 

-0.48    -1.15  

 

-0.75 

 

 

-0.97 -2.83 

Edge (1)  -0.46 -0.23  -0.83  -0.75 -0.75 -2.81 

 

 

Using the values of IP and EA obtained from modified neglect of differential overlap 

(MNDO) calculations, values of χ and 𝜂 calculated for formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic 

acid are shown in Table 5.1.3.5. The method and equations used to derive the results in Table 

5.1.3.5 is shown in chapter 4.  

Table 5.1.3.5: Quantum chemical parameters of adsorbates calculated using VAMP in 

Material Studio BIOVIA (PM6 semi-empirical calculation). 

 

Molecular Surface Area (MSA), DM: dipole moments in Debye units 

 

 IP (eV)  EA (eV) 

     TE 

    (eV) 
ΔE 

(eV) DM 

             

MSA(Å^2)    χ η  

FA 8.63    2.62 

 

-713.67 6.01      3.23 51.80 5.63 3.00 

 

AA1 8.45    2.5 

 

-827.88 5.95      3.24 62.68 5.47 

 

2.97 

 

AA2 8.81   1.54       

 

 

    -2367.54 

                 

7.27 

      

5.47 121.13 5.17 3.63 
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Bulk metals are softer than neutral metal atoms, and therefore IP = EA for bulk metals 

(Dewar and Thiel 1977). From Table 5.1.3.5, there is direct relationship between the dipole 

moment (μ), molecular surface area (MSA), absolute electronegativity χ, absolute hardness η, 

and the molar mass of the adsorbate. As was earlier mentioned, when EA > 0 (Chapter 3) the 

addition of the electron leads to release of energy.  In particular, these properties were found 

to increase with increasing molar mass. Among the adsorbates investigated herein, only 

ascorbic acid met this criterion. The high μ value for ascorbic acid  indicates it is a good 

adsorbate as previous studies have shown that μ influences the adsorption between a chemical 

compound and a metal surface (Li et al. 2009).  

According to Wang et al (Wang et al. 2007) larger values of the energy difference (∆E) 

implies low reactivity to a chemical species; thus, lower values of  ∆E are indicative of good 

adsorption efficiency. However, in this study results of μ and ∆E may suggest they are not in 

agreement. For instance, the acetic acid had a lower ∆E which, in turn suggest it to be a better 

adsorbate than ascorbic acid and formic acid. This implies that the acetic acid can easily 

donate electrons to appropriate acceptor molecules with low energy molecular orbitals. 

Nonetheless, such phenomenon is highly feasible as results of (Domenicano and Hargittai 

1992) showed that the adsorption of an adsorbate on metal surfaces can occur on the basis of 

donor–acceptor interactions between the π-electrons of the heterocyclic compound and the 

vacant d-orbital of the metal surface atoms. In Figure 5.1.3.7, a 3D plot of HOMO and 

LUMO orbital density distributions of adsorbates are presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1.3.7: Orbital density distributions of FA, AA1, and AA2. 

Structure HOMO LUMO 

 FA 

AA1 

AA2 
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Use of different colours signifies various phases of the orbital where blue and yellow colours, 

respectively, reflects positive and negative phases of the orbitals. The energy gap of the 

adsorption structure was calculated for the energy levels of HOMO and LUMO defined as 

ΔE equation 3.4 in Chapter 3 equation 3.13 

The energy gap width determines how much energy an electron needs to jump into the 

LUMO from the HOMO. The wider the gap, the more energy is required, and the more 

difficult it is for the electrons to transfer between the valence band (VB) and the conduction 

band (CB). Table 5.1.3.6 lists results of energy gaps.  

Table 5.1.3.6: Energy gaps of the adsorbates alone and adsorbates with different shapes. 

System 
EHOMO 

(eV) 

ELUMO 

(eV ΔE (eV) 

Adsorbate     -        -      - 

AA2 -8.81 -1.54 -7.27 

AA1 -8.45 -2.5 -5.95 

FA -8.63 -2.63 -6.01 

Sphere -27.79 -25.72 -2.08 

Sphere-AA2 -27.19 -25.31 -1.88 

Sphere-AA1 -27.58 -25.64 -1.93 

Sphere-FA -27.49 -25.48 -2.01 

Cylinder -28.62 -27.45 -1.17 

Cylinder-AA2 -28.27 -26.57 -1.7 

Cylinder-AA1 -29.04 -27 -2.04 

Cylinder-FA -29.05 -27.11 -1.95 

Tetrahedron -28.88 -27.3 -1.58 

Tetrahedron-AA2 -28.65 -27.12 -1.54 

Tetrahedron-AA1 -29.04 -27.37 -1.67 

Tetrahedron-FA -28.98 -27.26 -1.7 

 

 

 

The adsorption of ascorbic acid on different shapes reduces the energy gap width, and 

improves the electron transfer to the surface, however, the other adsorbates showed no 

improvement of electron transfer on the surface.  

Previous studies by Puzyn et al (Puzyn et al. 2011) calculated descriptors such as total 

energy, HOMO, LUMO, gap etc using the quantum-chemical PM6 method (Gramatica 2007) 

and they found that particle size does not influence toxicity in the studied size range, the 

selected descriptors predominantly reflect reactivity-related electronic properties. 
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5.1.4 Concluding remarks  

 
In this part of the work DFT and CLD calculations have been performed to determine the 

adsorption energies of formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid  on Ag ENPs (111) surface, 

spherical Ag ENP, cylindrical Ag ENP (111) surface, and tetrahedron Ag ENP (111) surface. 

The adsorption energies results found to be dependent on the type of adsorbate – represented 

by the adsorbate MW and the shape of the ENPs. Moreover, the nature of the adsorption i.e. 

physisorption or chemisorption likely to occur following release of ENPs into the 

environment will be dependent on the NOM characteristics, and in turn, would imply the 

degree to which the ENPs are stabilized or not. The results indicate that the stability of same 

ENPs will not be uniform; and will be influence by the constituent characteristics of NOM 

present. It is worthy to note that because ascorbic acid due to its large MW induced the 

highest degree of polarization compared to formic acid and acetic acid, and the results are 

consistent with earlier findings of Becke and Edgecombe et al (Becke and Edgecombe 1990). 

It is however unclear which functional group plays a crucial role in the molecular adsorption 

of formic acid, acetic acid and ascorbic acid. From the FMO results, is has been observed that 

there is direct relationship between the dipole moment (μ), molecular surface area (MSA), 

absolute electronegativity χ, absolute hardness η, and the molar mass of the adsorbate. In 

particular, these properties were found to increase with increasing molar mass. As was earlier 

mentioned, when EA > 0 the addition of the electron leads to release of energy. Among the 

adsorbates investigated herein, only ascorbic acid met this criterion. The high μ value for 

ascorbic acid  indicates it is a good adsorbate as previous studies have shown that μ 

influences the adsorption between a chemical compound and a metal surface (Li et al. 2009).  
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5.2 Case study 2: Adsorption of natural organic matter on Ag (111) surface 

using DFT-D. 
 

5.2.1 Introduction  

 

Understanding the nature of the interactions between (NOM) and (ENPs) is of crucial 

importance in understanding the fate and behavior of ENPs in the environment. In the present 

study, (DFT-D) has been used to elucidate the molecule-surface interactions of (HMW) 

NOM ambiguously present in the aquatic systems, namely: humic acid (HA), fulvic acid 

(FA) and Cryptochrome (Cry) on Ag (111) surface. Investigations were done in the gas phase 

and to mimic real biological environment, water has been used as a solvent within (COSMO) 

framework. The results for adsorption energy, solvation energy, isosurface of charge 

deformation difference, total density of state and partial density of states indicated that indeed 

the studied adsorbates do interact with the surface and are favorable on Ag (111) surface. In 

terms of charge transfer, one of many calculated descriptors in this study, electrophilicity (ω) 

agree that charge transfer will take place from the adsorbates to Ag (111) surface. This is 

evident from Table 5.6 because the electrophilicity values of adsorbates are less than the 

electrophilicity of the Ag (111). In this case study, within the (DFT-D) formalism, the Ag 

(111) surface, as prototype ENP surface, was used to investigate surface-NOM interaction 

with three representative (HMW) NOMs namely; HA, FA and Cry) widely found in the 

aquatic systems (MacCarthy & Rice 1985, Stevenson 1994 ,Sutton & Sposito 2005). 

5.2.2 Computational details 

 
All calculations were performed using the DFT-D (Ortmann et al. 2006, Tkatchenko & 

Scheffler 2009) approach as implemented in the DMol3 (Bernard Delley 2000) within the 

Materials Studio BIOVIA (Biovia 2016). DFT-D was used to accurately account for the van 

der Waals (vdW) interactions between the NOM and Ag (111) surface (Ortmann, Bechstedt, 

and Schmidt 2006). The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) method as proposed by 

Perdew and (Wang PW91) was used to approximate the exchange–correlation functional 

(Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 1996) as it provides better overall description of the 

electronic system (Liang, Li, and Zhang 2009) and the double-numerical quality basis set 

with polarization functions (DNP) were employed (Lu et al. 2016). 
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DFT semi-core pseudopotential (DSPP) was set to account for relativistic effects to balance 

calculation accuracy and computational efficiency (Zhang et al. 2017). Ag (111) surface was 

modelled by a slab consisting of four layers repeated in a 4x4 surface unit cell with a 

separation of 15 Å between clean slabs to ensure no interactions between the sorbate and its 

periodic image. Uppermost two layers of the Ag atoms were relaxed along with the 

adsorbates, and the remaining substrate layers were constrained.  

 

The optimized geometrical structure of model Ag (111) surfaces used to adsorb the NOMs 

are shown in Figure 5.2.2.1. Gamma point k-point sampling was used and a real-space cut-off 

radius was maintained at 4.5 Å to improve the computational performance (Lu et al. 2016). 

The electronic energy convergence criteria, gradient, and atom displacement, were set as 

0.00001
 

Ha (Ha is hartree), 0.002 Ha/Å, and 0.005 Å, respectively. To accelerate 

convergence speed of charge density of self-consistent field calculation time, and also 

enhance efficiency, direct inversion of iterative subspace (DIIS) was used. 

 

Carlo technique as included within the module, to relax with respect to all degrees of freedom 

(including rotations of the adsorbate on the surface) without additional constraints. It uses 

molecular dynamic (MD) simulations with force fields. In this study, universal force fields 

were used. To model the solvation effects in water, where electrostatic interactions of solutes 

with solvent are taken into account, solvation calculations on Ag (111) surface, HA, FA, and 

Cry complexes were performed using the conductor-like screening model (COSMO) as 

implemented in DMol3 (BIOVIA 2016). The continuum solvation model, COSMO, was 

selected since it is both simple and computationally efficient in comparison with explicit 

solvent phase simulations (Klamt and Schüürmann 1993). It also aids in the prediction of 

physicochemical properties of chemical species in solution media (Tomasi & Persico 1994, 

Cramer & Truhlar 1999) with the goal of generating results valuable to experimentalists 

(Vincent and Hillier 2014). In this study, water with permittivity (ε) = 78.4 was chosen as 

solvent primarily to mimic the interactions of ENPs with different NOMs defined by wide 

variations of MWs present in the aquatic systems. Figure 5.2.2.1 shows optimized geometries 

of Ag (111) surface with the respective adsorbates. 
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Figure 5.2.2.1: Optimized geometrical structures and relaxed configurations of (a) HA, (b) 

FA and (c) Cry molecules adsorbed on Ag (111) surface. 

 

From Figure 5.2.2.1 (a) and (c), it is evident that HA and Cry adsorption occurred through its 

hydrogen atom facing the Ag (111) surface while for the FA (Figure 5.2.2.1(b)) adsorption 

occurred through one oxygen in the carbonyl group, and hydrogen atom. The calculated 

adsorption energies listed in Table 5.2.3.1,were obtained using equation 4.1 in Chapter 4. 

 

5.2.3 Results and discussion 

 
Interest in adsorption of Cry, FA and HA on Ag (111) surface stems from the fact that NOMs 

substantially modify the physical and chemical properties of the surface by accepting 

(donating) electrons (Mannix et al. 2015). The results in Table 5.2.3.1 show that the 

adsorption of Cry, FA and HA is energetically favorable since only negative adsorption 

energy values were obtained. 

 

Table 5.2.3.1: Adsorption energies (eV) and the equilibrium distance between NOM’s and 

Ag (111) surface. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

System 
 

Eads (eV) dH-Ag (Å) 

Gas phase 

  Ag (111)-HA -1.21 1.87 

Ag (111)-FA -1.66 2.31 

Ag (111)-Cry -6.24 1.91 

COSMO (Water) 

  Ag (111)-HA -0.80 2.18 

Ag (111)-FA -0.81 2.31 

Ag (111)-Cry -6.53 1.70 

(a) (b) (c) 
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According to (L. Liu et al. 2013) the NOM’s can interact with Ag (111) surface via several 

different ways by utilizing H, N atoms and O lone pair electrons. The chemical formula for 

HA, FA and Cry are (C9H9NO6), (C14H12O8) and (C40H56O3), the strong interaction as shown 

by the highest adsorption of Cry can be attributed to fact that it has many carbon and 

hydrogen atoms interacting with the Ag (111) surface. As observed by (Singla et al. 2016) the 

adsorption energy is maximum for larger sized Cry this can be explained on the basis of 

fundamentals of Van der Waals forces that are directly proportional to the size and mass of 

the interacting molecules (Singla et al. 2016). From Table 5.2.3.1, FA has the second 

strongest interaction, that can also be attributed to the fact that it has the highest number of 

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen atoms interacting with the surface. The higher and the more 

negative the adsorption energy, the more stable the molecule. Similar conclusion was 

observed by (Guo et al. 2017) while working on interaction of inhibitor with Fe (110) 

surface. Chemahini and co-workers (Chermahini, Teimouri, and Farrokhpour 2015) while 

working on the interaction between lactic acid and single-wall carbon nanotubes arrived to 

same conclusion. It is evident from the Table 5.2.3.1 that moving from gas phase to water the 

adsorption energy values of HA and FA decrease, while the adsorption energy value for Cry 

moving from gas phase to water phase increase. The reason for Cry to behave differently 

compared to HA and FA could lie to the fact that Cry is the protein while HA and FA are 

humic substances. In the case of HA and FA water did not enhance adsorption or make the 

interaction between the NOM and Ag (111) surface. A previous study by (Chermahini, 

Teimouri, and Farrokhpour 2015) reported decreasing and increasing adsorption energies 

values moving from gas phase to water while working on the interaction between lactic acid 

and single-wall carbon nanotubes. 

 

Experimental results have shown that adsorbed NOM molecules with high MW could 

introduce steric repulsion and prevent the direct contact between ENPs and cells/organisms, 

thus decreasing the toxicity of ENPs (Wang et al. 2016) thus, an NOM is expected to attach 

to the surface of ENPs which in turn may change their physiochemical properties and the 

interfacial forces or energies between interacting ENPs thereby, altering the ENPs’ 

aggregation behavior (Wang et al. 2016). Stronger NOM-surface interaction by means of 

adsorption energies indicate that in the environment the NOM is likely to stay longer attached 

to the ENPs, whereas in the case of weak NOM-surface interaction, the NOM is likely to 

separate from the ENPs because of weak adsorption energy. Once NOM detaches from the 

ENP’s surface, a process of dissolution takes place resulting in the release of silver ions 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/search/#query=C9H9NO6
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/search/#query=C14H12O8
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/search/#query=C40H56O3
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(Mudunkotuwa et al. 2011) hence the importance of the NOM binding strongly to the ENP 

surface.   

As stated in Chapter 4, the energy needed to move a molecule from its gas to solvent phase is 

referred to as the solvation energy.  The results presented in the text below were calculated 

using equation 4.2 (Chapter 4), Ag (111)-HA (-0.16), Ag (111)-FA (-0.23) and Ag (111)-Cry 

(-1.04 eV) respectively. As seen from the solvation energy values, a direct relationship 

between the calculated ∆𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and the molecular weights of the NOMs was also 

observed. The solvation energy results followed a similar trend to those of adsorption energy. 

The molecular weight is the contributing factor.  

5.2.4 Analysis of density of states (DOS) 

 
To better understand the interactions between Ag (111) surface and adsorbates the electronic 

properties were studied using the total density of states (TDOS) especially near the Fermi 

level. In Figure 5.2.4.1 (a-c), results for TDOS of pristine alone, adsorbates alone and Ag 

(111) surface with adsorbates calculated using DFT-D/GGA in gas phase and in water as a 

solvent are summarised. From TDOS plot in Figure 5.2.4.1 (a), the pristine Ag (111) surface 

show peaks at and above Fermi level, which is typical for metals. The TDOS plots for HA 

and FA were found to be very similar as both adsorbates are humic substances; where the 

peaks observed below Fermi level and above Fermi level were at the same energy positions 

between -9.9 and -0.4 eV below the Fermi level, and 0.4 eV and 4.4 eV above Fermi level 

(Figure 5.2.4.1 (b)). In the case of Cry, fewer peaks were observed below and above the 

Fermi level. Following adsorption of adsorbates on Ag (111) surface, the  calculated TDOS 

for the adsorbed systems were observed to be  relatively similar to that of pristine Ag (111) 

surface in the energy range -8 to 5 eV. This indicates that around the Fermi level, the 

adsorbates had no significant influence on the electronic properties of Ag (111) surface based 

on TDOS analysis. Previous study showed that the total DOS of Cu (1 1 1) after C3F7CN 

adsorption has some change, which is manifested by the increased DOS near the range from 

−6 eV to −8 eV (Carr et al. 2012). The adsorption of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface can 

substantially modify the physical and chemical properties of molecules and enhance the 

stability of the system by accepting the electrons from antibonding states (Mannix et al. 

2015). 
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Projected density of states (PDOS) plots for the surface alone, adsorbates alone and Ag (111) 

surface with adsorbates calculated using DFT-D/GGA in gas phase and in water as a solvent 

are shown in Figures B.2-B.3 in Appendix B. Further, to gain insights on NOM-Ag (111) 

surface electronic because silver is a transition metal where d and f orbitals are (semi) filled. 

In Figures B1 (A-B) in electronic version B, the PDOS of HA, FA, Cry, Ag (111) surface 

pristine, and HA, FA, Cry Ag (111) surface in gas phase and COSMO have been shown. The 

PDOS values of s- and p-, and-orbitals are all decreased after adsorption both in gas and 

water phase (Figure B.5, electronic version B). Only the s and p orbitals were considered  

 

It suggests that NOM’s have influence towards the orbitals of Ag (111) formed bond 

interaction, similar observations were reported by (Ji et al. 2016).  In turn, the adsorption 

process is enhanced. The change shows distinct change in all orbitals indicating a strong bond 

interaction. In conclusion, the strong orbital hybridization among HA, FA and Cry atoms 

orbitals stabilizes the adsorption of Ag (111) surface.  For comparison both TDOS and PDOS 

pristine Ag (111) surface, HA on Ag (111) surface and FA on Ag (111) surface are drawn 

from -10 eV to 5 eV, this was done to show the electronic states around the Fermi level. 
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Figure 5.2.4.1: The TDOS calculated using DFT-D/GGA formalism for adsorbed HA, FA 

and Cry in gas and water as a solvent. 

 

5.2.5 Quantum chemical calculations 

 
It is a known fact that the bonding interaction between molecules and metal surface relies on 

the frontier orbital energetic position and the Fermi energy of metal (Hammer and Nørskov 

2000). The quantum chemical descriptors have been calculated to understand the properties 

of the studied molecules that could be used as possible inputs in creating either a Quantitative 

structure–activity relationship (QSAR) or quantitative structure–property relationships 

(QSPR) are needed for the development of ENP toxicity model. The most commonly 

investigated descriptors for QSAR include (HOMO), (LUMO), HOMO-LUMO gap (Eg) 

which were also calculated in this study (Puzyn et al. 2011, Chermahini et al. 2015). 
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Several studies have confirmed that the reactivity of a molecule depends on the molecular 

orbital distribution (Zhang et al. 2012). HOMO regularly indicates the electron donating 

ability of a molecule, while LUMO is associated with its ability to accept electrons (Gece & 

Bilgiç 2009, Khaled 2008). The molecular structures of these three adsorbates and the 

frontier molecule orbital density distributions are shown in Figures B.10-B.11 (electronic 

version). It is seen that the HOMO of HA is mostly distributed on the C-H atoms indicating 

that it is the C-H bonds which will most likely donate electrons to the surface while the 

HOMO of FA and Cry is distributed throughout the inner atoms and indications that for these 

adsorbates all atoms will donate electrons to the surface. The HOMO distributions of HA, FA 

and Cry molecules have been plotted in Figures B.10-B.11 in electronic version B. It had 

been previously reported (Armaković et al. 2014) that ω  is a descriptor that could indicate 

the direction of charge transfer. The higher the value of ω, the higher the electrophilic power 

of the investigated structure (Armaković et al. 2014). From Table 5.2.5.1, the electrophilicity 

index values of HA, FA and Cry in both gas and water phases are lower than that of Ag (111) 

surface, indicating that there will be a charge transfer from these molecules to Ag (111) 

surface. It is worth noting that higher adsorption energy and narrow HOMO-LUMO energy 

gap suggest a strong binding interaction of the Cry molecule to Ag (111) and this can be 

attributed to its hydrophilicity. From Table 5.2.5.1, results indicate that all the adsorbates 

before and after the adsorption on Ag (111) surface exhibit very similar values of HOMO and 

LUMO. 

 

Before adsorption in the gas phase the HOMO values for HA, FA and Cry were -5.97, -5.48 

and -4.25 eV respectively. Still in the gas phase the HOMO values after adsorption for HA, 

FA and Cry were -5.31, -5.08 and -5.09 respectively. The HOMO values in water for HA, FA 

and Cry were –6.02, -5.77 and -4.57 eV before adsorption, after adsorption the HA, FA and 

Cry HOMO values changed to -5.38, -5.24 and -5.40 eV respectively. In the case of LUMO 

values before adsorption in the gas phase for HA, FA and Cry were -1.28, -2.38, -2.44 eV 

respectively. After adsorption in the gas phase the LUMO for HA, FA and Cry changed to -

4.90, -4.69 and -5.04 eV respectively. The LUMO values in water before adsorption for HA, 

FA and Cry were -1.47, -2.63 and -2.76 eV respectively, after the adsorption the LUMO 

values for HA,FA and Cry changed to -4.97, -4.84 and -5.16 eV respectively. The higher 

value of HOMO and the lower value of LUMO indicate a tendency of the molecule to donate 

and accept electrons, respectively (A. Liu et al. 2014). A less negative HOMO energy 
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(EHOMO) gives more charges to unfilled d orbitals of Ag (111) surface, while a LUMO 

(ELUMO) containing smaller energy could easily receive more electrons. 

 

The HOMO and LUMO values show noticeable changed after the adsorption of NOM’s on 

the Ag (111), these results are consistent to what was reported by (Guo et al. 2017). As 

shown in Table 5.2.5.1, the Eg values of isolated HA, FA and Cry molecules are 4.69, 3.10 

and 1.81 eV respectively in gas phase, after the adsorption on Ag (111) surface, the Eg values 

changed to 0.41, 0.39 and 0.05 eV respectively confirming the interaction, similar 

observation was noticed also in the water phase. This suggests that a decreased energy gap 

gives rise to an intensified charge sharing at interface of  HA, FA and Cry and Ag (111) 

surface, which in turn brings about strengthened interactions (Alibakhshi et al. 2018). The 

energy gap Eg is often assumed to prompt the chemical reactivity of the NOM molecules 

toward the substrate surface. Some scholars contemplate that a low Eg value ordinarily 

corresponds to a high NOM efficiency in the NOM molecule (Gece 2008, Gong et al. 2015).  

 

In another study (Kovačević and Kokalj 2011) argue that, the factors that affect NOM 

efficiency are multifarious, for example, the molecule absorption location is subtle to the 

dipole–dipole interaction. Also Hahn (Hahn and Kang 2010) reported that the energy gap of 

pyridine molecule decreases about 0.9 eV while interacting with Ag(110) surface. One way 

of clarifying this is that the charging process of the top most metal surface appeared to affect 

the electronic structure of the adsorbate in such a way that its molecular orbitals were fully 

stabilized by adsorption (Guo et al. 2017). Previous study by (Carr et al. 2012), obtained 

similar result and arrived to a similar conclusion that the energy of the HOMO is found to be 

higher (Table 5.2.5.1), while that of the LUMO is lower under the influence of high dielectric 

environment, resulting in lowering of the HOMO-LUMO gap. This is consistent with what 

was observed elsewhere (Carr et al. 2012). It is evident from Table 5.2.5.1 that the adsorption 

of NOM’s reduces the energy gap, this has been reported by (Guo et al. 2017) before. 
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Table 5.2.5.1: Calculated global reactivity descriptors in COSMO at DFT-D/GGA level of 

theory. 

    DFT-D Gas phase (eV)                                   DFT-D COSMO (eV) 

System 

MW 

(g/mol)  I A   χ  η    Ω I  A   χ   η  ω  

HA 226.16 5.97 1.28  3.63 2.34 2.81 6.02 1.47 3.74 2.28 3.08 

FA 308.24 5.48 2.38  3.93 1.55 2.98 5.77 2.63 4.20 1.57 5.63 

Cry 584.88 4.25 2.44  3.34 0.91 6.16 4.57 2.76 3.66 0.91 7.40 

Ag (111)      - 5.38 4.85  5.12 0.27 49.35 5.39 4.86 5.13 0.27 49.50 

Ag (111) –HA     - 5.31 4.90  5.10 0.21 63.39 5.38 4.97 5.17 0.21 64.70 

Ag (111) –FA     - 5.08 4.69  4.88 0.20 60.43 5.24 4.84 5.04 0.20 62.22 

Ag (111) –Cry     - 5.09 5.04  5.06 0.02 523.57 5.40 5.16 5.28 0.12 115.13 

 

Table 5.2.5.2: Calculated global reactivity descriptors in the gas phase at DFT-D/GGA level 

of theory. 

                                                    DFT-D Gas phase (eV)                      DFT-D COSMO (eV) 

System MW*  EHOMO ELUMO Eg μ  EHOMO ELUMO Eg Μ 

HA 226.16 -5.97 -1.28 4.69 -3.63 -6.02 -1.47 4.55 -3.74 

FA 308.24 -5.48 -2.38 3.10 -3.93 -5.77 -2.63 3.14 -4.20 

Cry 584.88 -4.25 -2.44 1.81 -3.34 -4.57 -2.76 1.82 -3.66 

Ag (111)      - -5.38 -4.85 0.53 -5.12 -5.39 -4.86 0.53 -5.13 

Ag (111) –HA     - -5.31 -4.90 0.41 -5.10 -5.38 -4.97 0.41 -5.17 

Ag (111) –FA     - -5.08 -4.69 0.39 -4.88 -5.24 -4.84 0.41 -5.04 

Ag (111) –Cry     - -5.09 -5.04 0.05 -5.06 -5.40 -5.16 0.24 -5.28 

*MW expressed in g/mol 

Among all systems, it can be seen that the Cry had the highest electrophilicity index which 

means Cry has highest reactivity among all systems. This observation implies a direct relation 

with adsorption energy as well as molecular weight. The results of other calculated global 

reactivity descriptors presented in Tables 5.2.5.1 and 5.2.5.2 show that while going from the 

gas phase to water the HOMO, LUMO, μ, I, χ and ω increase while Eg, A and η values in 

some cases vary or remain unchanged. While working on Carbon Nanotubes (Chermahini, 

Teimouri, and Farrokhpour 2015) also made a similar observation that, electrophilicity 

increases going from the gas phase to the solvent phase. Previous studies (Rad 2016b , Rad & 

Abedini 2016, Rad 2016a, Zhou et al. 2009) have also shown that lower Eg means higher 

electrical conductivity and in contrast higher Eg corresponds to the lower electrical 

conductivity. It can be concluded that for all systems, Cry has higher electrical conductivity 

than HA and FA.  

The η of Ag (111) decreases upon the adsorption of HA, FA and Cry decreases, from Table 

5.2.5.1, the decrease in hardness of Ag (111) surface upon adsorption is in order of HA > FA 
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> Cry, these results were consistent as they increased going from gas phase to solvent. If the 

μ value is negative, it means that the compound is stable and can exist in this configuration 

(Lopez et al. 2018). The calculated chemical potential and electronegativity values in Tables 

5.2.5.1 and 5.2.5.2 for the HA, FA and Cry show that after the adsorption on Ag (111) 

surface, the chemical potential for  HA, FA and Cry increased from -3.63, -3.93 and -3.34 

respectively before adsorption to -510, -4.88 and -5.06 respectively after adsorption. The 

increase was consistent in both gas phase and water as the solvent and a trend was observed 

where μ values increased moving from gas phase to solvent.  

5.2.6 Structure and charge analysis 

 
The effect of HA, FA and Cry adsorption on Ag (111) surface has been investigated by 

plotting the charge deformation difference (provided in electronic version B). In Table B.1 

and Figure B.4 in electronic version B, structural properties and charge deformation 

difference of adsorbates are shown. The interatomic bonds of the HA, FA, and Cry molecules 

were calculated and compared before and after relaxation as summarized in Table B.1. From 

the results small differences were noted for bond distances before and after relaxation. To the 

authors’ knowledge, no previous theoretical and experimental studies on reported bond 

lengths of HA, FA and Cry hence no comparison were made on this.  

To better understand the distribution patterns of charges around the adsorbates, the charge 

density difference at the interface between the adsorbate and the surface were plotted in 

three-dimensional (3D) (see Figure B.4). For the FA and Cry shown in Figure B.4 (b) and (c), 

respectively, a strong redistribution of charges between C=O, C-C, C-H and -OH group was 

observed, and possibly could yield a change in electron structure. The 3D iso-surfaces Figure 

B.4 (b-d) of Ag (111)-HA, Ag (111)-FA and Ag (111)-Cry at the interface indicate that the 

charge was localized mostly on the HA, FA, and Cry with smaller amounts on the pristine Ag 

(111) surface as shown in Figure B.1 (a). In addition, results in Figures B.5-B.7 (a) clearly 

show that regions with oxygen atom had higher charges, and hence the functional group 

likely to exert strong influence on the Ag (111) surface. The electron density difference show 

the strong interaction between HA, FA and Cry Ag (1 1 1) surface. The isosurface charge 

density difference for (a) Ag (111) pristine, (b) Ag (111)-HA, (c) Ag (111)-FA and (d) Ag 

(111)-Cry were the same irrespective of formalism used to perform the calculations (Figures 

B.8-B.11). 
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5.2.7 Summary findings of HMW NOM’s on Ag (111) surface 

 
Dispersion correction density functional theory (DFT-D) has been used to gain insight on the 

adsorption of high molecular weight natural organic matter with Ag (111). The calculated 

adsorption energy indicates that the adsorption was spontaneous and exothermic. The 

calculated solvation energies indicate that the adsorbates are stable while in solution and 

there was a direct relation between the adsorbate’s molecular weight and the calculated 

solvation and adsorption energies. From the calculated adsorption energies it can be 

concluded that FA and Cry will strongly bind to the ENP surface and reside longer in the 

environment in comparison to HA implying that FA and Cry can stabilize the ENP longer 

than HA would. Total density of states of Ag (111) surface, HA, FA, Cry, HA on Ag (111), 

FA on Ag (111) and Cry on Ag (111) surface have been plotted. TDOS is drawn from -10 eV 

to 5 eV, this was done to show the electronic structures near the Fermi level. The global 

reactivity descriptors such as HOMO LUMO, Eg, μ, I, A, χ, η and ω were calculated. The 

results of calculated global reactivity descriptors show that while going from the gas phase to 

water the HOMO, LUMO, chemical potential, ionization potential, electronegativity and 

electrophilicity values increased, while Eg, A and η values in some cases vary or remain 

unchanged, that has been shown by DFT-D level of theory. 
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5.3 Case study 3: Adsorption and co-adsorption of more than one NOM on 

Ag (111) surface: A DFT-D study 
 

5.3.1 Introduction 

 
To the best of the candidate’s knowledge, this is the first study to provide insight to elucidate 

how a mixture of formic acid (FA), acetic acid (AA1) and ascorbic acid (AA2) may have 

diverse set of implications on the fate of ENPs in aquatic systems using first-principles 

calculations; and may be a useful reference in designing experiments on the influence of 

different NOMs on the ENPs fate in aquatic systems. 

 

The purpose of the work is to gain insight on the adsorption and co-adsorption of natural 

organic matter on Ag (111) surface. This part of the work aimed at answering the following 

questions; can we adsorb more than one NOM on the Ag (111) surface? It is possible to co-

adsorb a mixture of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface? The goal of this study is to further 

understand the Ag (111) surface adsorption and co-adsorption with low molecular weight 

(LMW). The investigations in this study go beyond those in the current literature considering 

the implications of adsorption and co-adsorption of LMW NOMs mixtures on the surfaces of 

nAg (111) to establish the likely implications of a mixture of NOM’s on the adsorption. 

Overall, this theoretical based-study attempts to offer better insights on how NOMs MW 

singularly and mixtures of NOMs co-existing in the aquatic system may influence the fate of 

ENPs. 

 

The nature of the interaction of low molecular weight natural organic matter with the Ag 

(111) surface is of crucial importance in the environment. The low molecular weight organics 

used in this study are FA, AA1 and AA2. In this part of the study,  a realistic environment 

where single, multiple or even a mixture of NOM’s can attach on one Ag (111) surface, has 

been conceptualised as such critical information is relevant in order to understand the 

behavior of (ENPs) when they get into the environment, to bridge this gap the adsorption and 

co-adsorption properties of one, or more than one and a mixture of NOM’s on Ag (111) 

surface using dispersion-corrected density functional theory (DFT-D) in the gas phase and 

water as a solvent have been investigated. 
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The COSMO was used to mimic water in these environmental effects on the Ag (111) 

surface. Throughout this thesis the number behind the letter represent the number of 

molecules e.g.  nFA where n = 1, 2, 3, 4 implies 1 to 4 molecules are considered in a given 

co-adsorption case considered.  

5.3.2 Computational studies 

 
Computational details in this section were the same as in section 5.2.1, the paragraph below 

describes points that have been added for the co-adsorption. Convergence accuracy of charge 

density of self-consistent field was 1.0e
−6 

Ha and Brillouin k point was 1x1x1. In addition, 

direct inversion of iterative subspace (DIIS) was chosen to accelerate convergence speed of 

charge density of self-consistent field to reduce calculation time and enhance efficiency. A 

Fermi smearing of 0.005 hartree and a real-space cutoff of 4.4 Å were employed to improve 

the computational performance. The Ag (111) surface was modelled using a seven-layer slab 

with a (4x4) unit cell and only the top three layers were allowed to relax while the four 

bottom layers were fixed in the optimized bulk position. A 20 Å of vacuum space between 

the periodic slabs was utilized to eliminate spurious interactions. The effect of solvent was 

modelled by COSMO (Klamt 1995) where water has been used as a solvent. COSMO is a 

considerable simplification of the continuum solvation model without significant loss of 

accuracy (Anafcheh and Ghafouri 2013). For solvation studies, water which has the highest 

dielectric constant (78.4), is used as solvating medium as it mimics the human biological 

system in recognizing the behavior of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface in aquatic systems in the 

environment. Figures 5.3.2.1-5.3.2.5 show the optimized structures of side and top view 

snapshot. Throughout this part the number behind the letter represent the number of 

molecules i.e. nFA, nAA1, nAA2 (n=1,2,3,4). 
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Figure 5.3.2.1: Side and top view snapshot of Ag (111) – 1FA, Ag (111) – 2FA and Ag (111) 

-.3FA. 
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Figure 5.3.2.2: Side and top view snapshot of Ag (111) – 1AA1, Ag (111) – 2AA1 and Ag 

(111) -.3AA1. 
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Figure 5.3.2.3: Side and top view snapshot of Ag (111) - 1AA2, Ag (111) – 2AA2 and Ag 

(111) -3AA2. 
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Figure 5.3.2.4: Side and top view snapshot of Ag (111)-1FA, 1AA1, 1AA2, Ag (111) -2FA, 

2AA1, 2AA2 and Ag (111) -1AA1, 1AA2. 
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Figure 5.3.2.5:  Side and top view snapshot of Ag (111) -1AA2, 1FA, Ag (111) -1AA1,1FA 

and Ag (111)-2AA2,4FA,2AA1. 

5.3.3 Results and discussion 

 
This adsorption and co-adsorption study was motivated by the fact that in a real environment, 

it is highly possible for single, multiple or even a mixture of different NOM to attach on one 

Ag (111) surface at the same time, a realistic environmental scenario has been mimicked. 
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This study has suggested that it is possible to adsorb more than one NOM on the Ag (111) 

surface using computational modelling. After optimization, the adsorption and co-adsorption 

configurations of 1AA1, 2AA1 and 3AA2 on Ag (111) surface were obtained, as presented in 

Figure 5.3.2.1-5.3.2.3. The adsorption and co-adsorption energies are shown in Table 5.3.3.1 

were obtained from the expression. 

 

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸𝑁𝑂𝑀/𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 −   𝑛𝐸𝑁𝑂𝑀 −   𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒                                                                                                     (5.10)                              

𝐸𝑁𝑂𝑀/𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 is the total energy of the surface and the NOM, where  𝐸𝑁𝑂𝑀  is the energy of 

the NOM without the surface, 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  is the energy of the surface without the adsorbate In 

the expression above, n is the number of adsorbates on the Ag (111) surface.    

 

Table 5.3.3.1: Adsorption and coadsorption of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface and equilibrium 

distance in gas phase and in water as a solvent as well as molecular weights.  

 

System 

MW 

g/mol 

Eads 

(eV) gas 

phase 

dH-Ag 

(Å) gas 

phase 

dO-Ag 

(Å) 

solvent 

Eads 

(eV) 

solvent 

dH-Ag 

(Å) 

solvent 

dO-Ag 

(Å) 

solvent 

Ag (111)-1FA 46.02 -0.19 5.16 - -0.07 5.16 -         

Ag (111)-2FA 92.02 -1.38 5.23 - -0.49 - 5.22 

Ag (111)-3FA 138.06 -1.81  - 5.18 -0.65 5.18 5.18 

Ag (111)-1AA1 60.05 -0.32 4.46 - -0.17 4.46 -         

Ag (111)-2AA1 120.1 -1.52 4.43 - -0.61 4.43 -         

Ag (111)-3AA1 180.15 -2.06 4.44 - -0.90 4.44 -         

Ag (111)-1AA2 176.12 -0.53 3.57 - -0.32 4.30 -         

Ag (111)-2AA2 352.24 -3.05 3.77 - -1.63 3.77 -         

Ag (111)-3AA2 528.36 -3.77 3.90 - -1.72 3.59 -         

Ag (111)-1AA1,IFA 106.07 -2.29 4.05 - -1.32 3.86 -         

Ag (111) -1AA2,1FA 222.14 -4.41 3.80 - -2.49 3.91 -         

Ag (111) -1AA1,1AA2 236.17 -2.06 3.63 - -0.80 3.85 -         

Ag (111)- 1FA,1AA1,1AA2 282.19 -1.92 3.61 - -1.10 3.61 -         

Ag (111) -2FA,2AA1,2AA2 564.38 -1.00 4.42 - -0.55 4.42 -         

Ag (111)-4FA,2AA1,2AA2 656.42 -6.54 3.36 - -3.84 3.75 -         

 
 

According to Table 5.3.3.1, our computations, both gas phase and COSMO results reveal that 

the adsorption and co-adsorption of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface is favorable. As shown in 

Table 5.3.3.1, the adsorption and co-adsorption energy becomes stronger as the number of 

number of molecules increases on the Ag (111) surface. The adsorption energy of 3AA2 on 

Ag (111) surface is the most negative value -3.77 eV and -1.72 eV respectively in the gas 

(solvent) phase. From Table 5.3.3.1, an increase in equilibrium distances between the Ag 

(111) surface and NOM’s as the adsorption energy increases 3.90 Å and 3.59 Å in gas and 
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water phase has been observed. Another trend was observed for the co-adsorption with the 

exception of 1FA, 1AA1, 1AA2 on Ag (111) surface, the reason for these molecules to have 

less adsorption energy could be attributed to the fact that molecules with unique properties 

such as, molecular weight, electronegativity melting point etc. when put on one surface are 

likely to compete for the active adsorption sites.  

 

When the system consists of adsorbates with different molecular properties, the difference in 

interaction energies will lead to enhancement of one adsorbate relative to the others. Previous 

study by (Timón, Senent, and Hochlaf 2015)  while working on structural single and multiple 

molecular adsorption of CO2 and H2O in zeolitic imidazolate framework crystals dealt with 

the issue of competition, even though some of the molecules in their study were not favorable 

unlike in this study where all the molecules are favorable. Another study that dealt with the 

issue of competition was conducted by (Nalaparaju, Zhao, and Jiang 2010) on molecular 

understanding for the adsorption of  water and alcohols in hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

zeolitic metal−organic frameworks. This study found that the adsorption energy increases as 

you increase the number of molecules. 

 

For the co-adsorption results we observed that a mixture of 2AA2, 4FA and 2AA1 on Ag 

(111) has the highest adsorption energy -6.54 eV (-3.84 eV) respectively in the gas (solvent) 

phase making it the most stable compared to other mixtures of different NOM’s. The 

equilibrium distances between the Ag (111) surface and NOM’s were 3.36 Å (3.75 Å) 

respectively in the gas (solvent) phase. 

 

It has been observed that from individual adsorption energies of FA, AA1 and AA2, the 

adsorbate with the highest adsorption energy will adsorb first on the Ag (111) surface, in our 

case AA2, as shown above AA2 has the highest adsorption energies compared to FA and 

AA1. 

5.3.4 Quantum chemical calculations 

 
In this section quantum chemical calculations were calculated by using DMol

3
 density 

functional of Materials Studio (BIOVIA 2016). Figure 5.3.4.1 reveals the charge distribution, 

HOMO and LUMO of FA, AA1 and AA2.  
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Figure 5.3.4.1:  Optimized structures and the frontier molecular orbital density distributions 

(HOMO and LUMO).  

 

To better understand the adsorption and co-adsorption process of NOM’s on Ag (111) 

surface, frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) were analysed. The HOMO and 

LUMO for FA, AA1 and AA2 (Fig 5.3.4.1) show density uniformly distributed on all atoms. 

It is worth noting that going from gas phase to water as a solvent the HOMO and LUMO 

distribution slightly change shown in Table 5.3.4.1 and 5.3.4.2 . Tables 5.3.4.1-5.3.4.2 give 

the global reactivity descriptors calculated using equations in Chapter 4 (equation 4.1). 
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Table 5.3.4.1: Calculated global reactivity descriptors (eV) in water as a solvent.  

  DFT-D COSMO 

System EHOMO  ELUMO Eg   μ  IP  EA   χ   η  ω  

FA -6.89 -1.45 5.45 -4.17 6.89 1.45 4.17 2.72 3.19 

AA1 -6.60 -1.14 5.46 -3.87 6.60 1.14 3.87 2.73 2.74 

AA2 -5.64 -1.86 3.78 -3.75 5.64 1.86 3.75 1.89 3.72 

Ag (111) -4.50 -4.41 0.09 -4.46 4.50 4.41 4.46 0.04 228.15 

Ag (111)-1FA -4.75 -4.48 0.27 -4.62 4.75 4.48 4.62 0.13 79.20 

Ag (111)-2FA -4.74 -4.46 0.27 -4.60 4.74 4.46 4.60 0.14 76.99 

Ag (111)-3FA -4.71 -4.44 0.28 -4.57 4.71 4.44 4.57 0.14 75.39 

Ag (111)-1AA1 -4.50 -4.42 0.08 -4.46 4.50 4.42 4.46 0.04 251.60 

Ag (111)-2AA1 -4.46 -4.39 0.07 -4.43 4.46 4.39 4.43 0.04 277.05 

Ag (111)-3AA1 -4.71 -4.43 0.28 -4.57 4.71 4.43 4.57 0.14 75.30 

Ag (111)-1AA2 -4.44 -4.38 0.06 -4.41 4.44 4.38 4.41 0.03 311.07 

Ag (111)-2AA2 -4.66 -4.37 0.29 -4.52 4.66 4.37 4.52 0.14 70.74 

Ag (111)-3AA2 -4.69 -4.40 0.29 -4.54 4.69 4.40 4.54 0.14 72.23 

Ag (111)-1AA1,1FA -4.73 -4.46 0.27 -4.60 4.73 4.46 4.60 0.14 76.90 

Ag (111)-1AA2,1FA -4.70 -4.42 0.28 -4.56 4.70 4.42 4.56 0.14 74.25 

Ag (111)-1AA1,1AA2 -4.70 -4.43 0.27 -4.56 4.70 4.43 4.56 0.14 76.53 

Ag (111)-1FA,1AA1,1AA2 -4.67 -4.38 0.29 -4.52 4.67 4.38 4.52 0.14 71.63 

Ag (111)-2FA,2AA1,2AA2 -4.71 -4.40 0.31 -4.55 4.71 4.40 4.55 0.16 66.81 

Ag (111)-4FA,2AA1,2AA2 -4.80 -4.51 0.29 -4.65 4.80 4.51 4.65 0.14 75.82 

 

Table 5.3.4.2: Calculated global reactivity descriptors (eV) in the gas phase.  

DFT-D Gas phase  

System EHOMO ELUMO  Eg  μ  IP  EA   χ   η  ω  

FA -6.74 -1.43 5.31 -4.08 6.74 1.43 4.08 2.65 3.14 

AA1 -6.29 -1.00 5.29 -3.65 6.29 1.00 3.65 2.65 2.51 

AA2 -5.57 -1.78 3.79 -3.68 5.57 1.78 3.68 1.90 3.56 

Ag (111) -4.50 -4.41 0.09 -4.45 4.5 4.41 4.45 0.04 227.88 

Ag (111)-1FA -4.74 -4.47 0.27 -4.61 4.74 4.47 4.61 0.13 78.83 

Ag (111)-2FA -4.71 -4.43 0.27 -4.57 4.71 4.43 4.57 0.14 76.00 

Ag (111)-3FA -4.67 -4.40 0.27 -4.53 4.67 4.40 4.53 0.14 74.82 

Ag (111)-1AA1 -4.47 -4.39 0.08 -4.43 4.47 4.39 4.43 0.04 248.54 

Ag (111)-2AA1 -4.40 -4.33 0.07 -4.37 4.4 4.33 4.37 0.04 269.60 

Ag (111)-3AA1 -4.63 -4.36 0.28 -4.50 4.63 4.36 4.50 0.14 72.81 

Ag (111)-1AA2 -4.41 -4.35 0.06 -4.38 4.41 4.35 4.38 0.03 306.10 

Ag (111)-2AA2 -4.57 -4.28 0.29 -4.42 4.57 4.28 4.42 0.14 68.48 

Ag (111)-3AA2 -4.63 -4.33 0.30 -4.48 4.63 4.33 4.48 0.15 67.60 

Ag (111)-1AA1,1FA -4.69 -4.41 0.28 -4.55 4.69 4.41 4.55 0.14 74.67 

Ag (111)-1AA2,1FA -4.63 -4.35 0.28 -4.49 4.63 4.35 4.49 0.14 71.97 

Ag (111)-1AA1,1AA2 -4.62 -4.34 0.28 -4.48 4.62 4.34 4.48 0.14 72.37 

Ag (111)-1FA,1AA1,1AA2 -4.55 -4.28 0.27 -4.41 4.55 4.28 4.41 0.14 71.59 

Ag (111)-2FA,2AA1,2AA2 -4.52 -4.22 0.30 -4.37 4.52 4.22 4.37 0.15 63.19 

Ag (111)-4FA,2AA1,2AA2 -4.53 -4.23 0.30 -4.38 4.53 4.23 4.38 0.15 64.67 
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Moreover, we observed that the energy gap (Eg) decreased after adsorption. Previous studies 

(Rad 2016b, Rad & Abedini 2016, Rad 2016a, Zhou et al. 2009) showed that lower Eg means 

higher electrical conductivity and in contrast higher Eg corresponds to the lower electrical 

conductivity. Relatively small changes after adsorption and co-adsorption (Table 5.3.4.1-

5.3.4.2) in both gas phase and COSMO, Eg again indicate limited perturbation(s) on Ag (111) 

surface.  

 

The calculated μ values in Table 5.3.4.1 for the Ag (111) surface indicate that after 

adsorption and co-adsorption with 1FA, 2FA and 3FA, the chemical potential increased from 

-4.46 to -4.62, -4.60 and -4.57 eV, respectively. Something different for the Ag (111) surface 

with 1AA1, 2AA1 and 3AA1, after adsorption and co-adsorption was observed, the μ values, 

remained the same, decreased and increased from -4.46 to -4.46, -4.43 and -4.57 eV, 

respectively. Similar observation was observed for the Ag (111) surface with 1AA2, 2AA2 

and 3AA2, after adsorption and co-adsorption the μ values decreased and increased from        

-4.46 to -4.41, 4.52 and -4.54 eV. The adsorption of different NOM’s on Ag (111) surface 

showed an increase in the values of μ from -4.46 for a pristine Ag (111) surface to -4.60, -

4.56, -4.56, -4.52, -4.55 and -4.65 eV on Ag (111)-1AA1,1FA, Ag (111)-1AA2,1FA, Ag 

(111)-1AA1,1AA2, Ag (111)-1FA, 1AA1,1AA2, Ag (111)-2FA,2AA1,2AA2 and Ag (111)-

4FA,2AA1,2AA2. 

 

Moving from water to gas phase, it has been observed in Table 5.3.4.2, a similar trend after 

adsorption and co-adsorption was observed, the μ values increased from -4.47 eV for the Ag 

(111) surface pristine to -4.61, -4.57 and -4.53 eV for 1FA, 2FA and 3FA respectively. In the 

case of Ag (111) surface with 1AA1, 2AA1 and 3AA1, after adsorption and co-adsorption 

decreased and increased from -4.47 to -4.43, -4.37 and 4.50 eV, respectively. For the Ag 

(111) surface with 1AA2, 2AA2, 3AA2 after adsorption and co-adsorption the μ values 

decreased and increased from -4.47 to -4.29, -4.31 and -4.51 respectively. Unlike in water as 

in solvent, in the gas phase as shown in Table 5.3.4.2, the co-adsorption of different NOM’s 

on Ag (111) surface showed an increase, decrease and increase again in the values of μ from -

4.47 eV for the Ag (111) surface for the pristine before co-adsorption to  -4.41, -4.59, -4.48, -

4.49, -4.55 and -4.39 eV for Ag (111)-1FA,1AA1,1AA2, Ag (111) -2FA,2AA1,2AA2, Ag 

(111) -1AA1, 1AA2, Ag (111) -1AA2,1FA, Ag (111) -1AA1,1FA and Ag (111)-

2AA2,4FA,2AA1 respectively. 
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A close look at Table 5.3.4.1 the values of μ are very similar the difference is very small even 

though the COSMO values are a bit higher than the μ values in gas phase expect in the case 

of Ag (111) -2FA, 2AA1, 2AA2 where a μ value of -4.55 and -4.59 eV in the water as a 

solvent and in the gas phase respectively were observed. Based on the μ values obtained in 

Table 5.3.4.1 and Table 5.3.4.2, it can be concluded that water as the solvent enhances the 

reactivity. Compared to μ values, ionization potential also followed the same trend before and 

after adsorption and co-adsorption, increased, decreased, increased and decreased. In the case 

of EA different results were observed, the EA values increase from 4.43 eV for the Ag (111) 

surface pristine to 4.48 eV and 4.46 eV for 1FA and 2FA respectively while remain 

unchanged for 3FA at 4.43 eV. For other adsorption and co-adsorption as shown in Table 

5.3.4.2, IP decreased except for Ag (111) -1AA1, 1FA where we observed 4.45 eV, after co-

adsorption. 

 

Similar to u values, values for electronegativity (χ) after adsorption and co-adsorption with 

1FA, 2FA and 3FA, the chemical potential increased respectively.  Something dissimilar for 

the Ag (111) surface with 1AA1, 2AA1 and 3AA1, after adsorption and co-adsorption the 

chemical potential (μ) values decreased and increased respectively. Similar observation was 

observed for the Ag (111) surface with 1AA2, 2AA2 and 3AA2, after adsorption and co-

adsorption the χ values decreased and increased. The adsorption of different NOM’s on Ag 

(111) surface showed an increase in the values of χ as shown in Table 5.3.4.2.The higher the 

value of ω, the higher the electrophilic power of the investigated structure. Based on the 

above statement, from our calculated results we noticed that the electrophilicity index of Ag 

(111) surface was higher than that of adsorbates i.e. FA, AA1 and AA2, indicating a charge 

transfer from FA, AA1 and AA2 to Ag (111) surface.  

5.3.5 Electronic structure properties 

 
To better elucidate the interaction between Ag (111) and NOM’s it is worthwhile to study the 

electronic properties. For these purposes, analysis of total density of states (TDOS) is 

predominantly valuable. The TDOS of all NOM’s on Ag (111) surface species in Fig. 5.3.5.1 

(a-d) are drawn in the -30 to 4 eV ranges, in order to show the electronic structures near the 

Fermi level. TDOS of NOM’s only and NOM with Ag (111) surface have also been studied 

and the data are shown in Fig. 5.3.5.1 (a-d). Based on Figure 5.3.5.1 (a-d), upon interaction of 

Ag (111) surface with NOM’s, no major changes in the energy states, the states kept the 
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shape of Ag (111) surface which means there is not much done by the NOM’s on Ag (111) 

surface.  Before adsorption in Figure C.2 (Appendix C), it has been observed that the TDOS 

of isolated Ag (111) surface, FA, AA1 and AA2 have distinct peaks corresponding to 

separate energy levels. For the Ag (111) surface, the dominant peaks were observed at -6.8 

eV, -5.2 eV, -4.1 eV and -2.8 eV which are all below Fermi level. For FA and AA1 the 

dominant peaks were observed at -7.1 eV, -5.2 eV, -2.8 eV and 0 eV which are all below 

Fermi level. In the case of AA2 the dominant peaks were observed at -7.2 eV, -5.0 eV and -

2.1 eV which are all below Fermi level and 0.4, and 1.2 eV above Fermi level.   

 

After adsorption of FA, AA1, AA2 and a mixture of different NOM’s on Ag (111) surface, 

their TDOS demonstrates an alteration and the peaks move to the low energy level near the 

Fermi level even though the prominent peaks remain those of Ag (111) surface. After 

adsorption the dominant peaks were observed at -5.1 eV,-4.8 eV,-4.4 eV and 0 eV all below 

the Fermi level as shown in Figure 5.3.5.1 (a-d). The small changes after adsorption in the 

TDOS of Ag (111) surface, FA, AA1 and AA2 show the interaction between the NOM’s and 

Ag (111) surface. It can be concluded that the results of TDOS calculation show that after the 

interaction, the NOM’s do not do much on the structure of silver, as confirmed by the results 

of after adsorption in Figure 5.3.5.1 (a-d). Results of TDOS in the gas phase are shown in 

Appendix C Figures C.3 (a-d) they are the same as the results of TDOS in water as a solvent.  

 

In Figures 5.3.5.2-5.3.5.3 (a-i) PDOS plots for NOM’s on Ag (111) surface calculated using 

DFT-D/GGA in water as a solvent, PDOS in gas phase are shown in Figures C.4 and C.5 in 

Appendix C. PDOS in Figures 5.3.5.2-5.3.5.3 (a-i) show intense peaks below and one above 

Fermi level, prominent shoulder peaks corresponding to separate energy levels between -7.8 

and -0.3 eV below the Fermi level and 0.3 eV above the Fermi level.  
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Figure 5.3.5.1: The total density of states (TDOS) in water as a solvent for (a) Ag (111) - 

1FA, Ag (111) – 2FA and Ag (111) – 3FA (b) Ag (111) – 1AA1, Ag (111) – 2AA1 and Ag 

(111) – 3AA1 (c) Ag (111) – 1AA2, Ag (111) – 2AA2 and Ag (111) – 3AA2 and (d) Ag 

(111) surface with a mixture of NOM’s. The Fermi level is indicated with a black vertical 

line. 
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Figure 5.3.5.2: Projected density of states of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface (a-f) in COSMO using DFT-D/GGA level of theory. 
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Figure 5.3.5.3: Projected density of states of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface (a-f) in COSMO using DFT-D/GGA level of theory. 
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5.4 Summary findings of adsorption and co-adsorption of single and multi 

NOM’s on Ag (111) surface: A DFT-D study 
 

The main purpose of the work was to gain insight on the adsorption and co-adsorption of 

natural organic matter on Ag (111) surface. Thus the work aimed at answering the following 

questions: Can we adsorb more than one NOM on the Ag (111) surface? From this part of the 

work, it has been confirmed that well indeed, it is possible to co-adsorb a mixture of NOM’s 

on Ag (111) surface. The adsorption and co-adsorption properties of one, more than one and 

a mixture of NOM’s on Ag (111) surface using density functional theory dispersion-corrected 

(DFT-D) in the gas phase and water as a solvent have been investigated. The calculated 

adsorption energy results suggest that the interaction of 4FA, 2AA1 and 2AA2 molecules 

with Ag (111) surface is the strongest with most negative energy values (-6.54 and -3.84 eV) 

in both gas phase and COSMO, respectively, which reveals that is the most stable system. 

The reason for the co-adsorption of 4FA, 2AA1 and 2AA2 molecules with Ag (111) surface 

to absorb more on Ag (111) surface can be attributed to the fact that when they are combined 

they have the highest molecular weight. In this section, the question of the competition 

between FA, AA1 and AA2 for the adsorption sites has been addressed; it is well known that 

different adsorbates with different properties will compete for the active sites when adsorbed 

on one Ag (111) surface. From the Table 5.3.4.2, it has been observed that from individual 

adsorption energies of FA, AA1 and AA2, the adsorbate with the highest adsorption energy 

will adsorb first on the Ag (111) surface, in our case AA2 from Table 5.3.4.2 has the highest 

adsorption energies compared to FA and AA1. 

 

It has been found that water as a solvent does not play a crucial in enhancing the adsorption 

because the calculated adsorption energies in water as a solvent are not higher compared to 

adsorption energies in the gas phase. The global reactivity descriptors such as HOMO, 

LUMO, LUMO-HOMO, e.g. IP, EA, η and ω in the gas phase and water as a solvent were 

calculated. To better elucidate the adsorption characteristics of Ag (111) surface, total density 

of states (TDOS) analyses were performed, TDOS results showed little changes after the 

adsorption of low molecular weight NOM’s on Ag (111) surface. The calculations have given 

a better understanding of the interaction of Ag (111) surface toward FA, AA1, and AA2 

organics in the gas phase and in water as a solvent. In summary, the present work shows that 
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it is possible to adsorb more than one NOM or a mixture of NOM’s on one Ag (111) surface 

which one of the objectives of this thesis.  
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Chapter 6: General conclusion, 

future research and perspective 
 

To pursue and achieve the overall objective of the study, in silico techniques have been be 

exploited based on ab initio modelling of nanoparticle properties using density functional 

theory (DFT) and dispersion density functional theory (DFT-D). The research focus has been 

on exploiting the capabilities of in silico techniques to develop descriptors to enhance our 

collective understanding and account at a fundamental level the exposure, fate and behavior 

of engineered nanoparticles in the aquatic systems. In particular, the density functional theory 

(DFT), classical lattice dynamics (CLD), and quantum mechanical calculations based on 

frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory were applied to elucidate the interactions of ENPs 

and NOMs. For example, using computer simulations the effects of static properties such as 

size, shape, surface characteristics and properties as well as dynamic properties like 

aggregation state, dissolution among others of engineered nanoparticles have been 

investigated to elucidate their fate and behavior in aquatic systems. To study the fate and 

behavior of nanoparticles, one needs to consider that when nanoparticles are in solution, their 

surface establishes a dipole layer if charged which in turn stabilizes the particles and prevents 

aggregation. However, as the nanoparticles surface (s) interacts with abiotic factors such as 

natural organic matter (NOM), the properties of the nanoparticle’s surface are likely to be 

modified. Arising from such interactions are two plausible scenarios, namely; nanoparticles 

stabilization where no aggregation occurs or aggregation occurs primarily depended on 

factors such as pH, NOM charge, and electrolytes present. Thus, in order to investigate the 

stability of nanoparticles (e.g. aggregation, dissolution, etc.) in this study different 

monovalent and divalent molecules and NOM have been adsorbed at different sites of the 

nanoparticle; and establish the stability effect on the nanoparticles. 

The first objective of the study has been to  properties of (LMW) NOM on Ag nanoparticles 

that can be used as global descriptors, to achieve that low molecular weight NOM’s were 

adsorbed on different Ag nanoparticles (i.e. Ag (111) surface, tetrahedron Ag (111) surface, 

cylindrical Ag (111) surface and spherical Ag nanoparticles). From this part of the study, it 

has been observed that indeed these low molecular weight NOM’s do attach on different Ag 
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nanoparticles that has been confirmed by negative adsorption energies. In the terms of 

adsorption stabilities, (LMW) NOM adsorbs differently on different Ag (111) surface, for 

example it has been on observed that the adsorption energy of formic acid on Ag (111) 

surface in not the same when the same adsorbate attached on tetrahedron Ag (111) surface.  

The second objective has been to understand the adsorption properties of (HMW) NOM 

(humic acid, fulvic acid and cryptochrome) on Ag (111) surface in gas phase and water as a 

solvent. These (HMW) NOM’s were considered because they are ambiguously found in the 

aquatic systems. From this objective, it has been observed that indeed the (HMW) NOM do 

attach on the Ag (111) surface and the adsorption energies increased with increasing 

molecular weight. 

The third objective has been to address the question of competition for the adsorption sites 

when two or more different NOM’s of different properties are placed on Ag (111) surface. 

The conclusion from this study is that , to know which NOM adsorbs first on the Ag (111) 

surface, the first thing to do is to calculate the adsorption energies of the individual NOM’s 

the from the, the one with the highest adsorption energy is likely to adsorb first. 

From all these objectives properties that can be used as global descriptors have been 

calculated, such properties include HOMO, LUMO, LUMO-HOMO (Eg), the chemical 

potential (μ), ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), electronegativity (χ), hardness 

(η) and electrophilicity (ω)  in the gas phase and water as a solvent were calculated. In future 

another plan is to adsorb the NOM;s that have been used to this study on other transition 

metals such as gold, copper, nickel, palladium and platinum.  

 

Even though the three objectives of this thesis were achieved, the methods or the 

computational techniques used had their limitations and problems were experienced. For 

example, it was difficult to run simulations of constructed ENPs (>100 nm), they were 

computationally too demanding not feasible for using first principles calculations and that led 

to problems of convergence when absorbing  more than one large molecule like Cry on the 

Ag (111) surface. Moving forward this issue can be solved by using molecular dynamics 

(MD), which deals with larger molecules. Also when dealing with mixtures on the surface, 

the mixtures first interact with each other because they have unique properties before they 
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interact with the surface. To allow the interaction to happen smoothly, the study suggest 

building a bigger surface unlike the 3x3 and 4x4 surfaces used in this study, maybe 

increasing the surface may improve the interaction that will lead to improvement of the 

results. 
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